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Introduction

Welcome to Effective Reading, a four-level reading course specially 
designed to meet the needs and interests of students studying English in 
universities. Effective Reading is different from other course books of its 
kind in the following principle ways:

High interest reading texts
The main aim of Effective Reading is to provide reading texts of high 
interest to university students. Too often course books aimed at an 
international audience contain content that is either uninteresting or 
simply irrelevant to students, making it difficult for teachers to keep 
students engaged in the material. In Effective Reading, all reading texts 
have been written specifically to match the interests of young adults. To 
increase student interest in reading materials, scholar Anthony Bruton 
(1997) recommends avoiding ‘(a) general topics with the predictable 
liberal slant, often communicating nothing that is new; (b) topics 
of technical or scientific interest to which nothing can be added; (c) 
culturally distant and anecdotally irrelevant topics; and (d) narratives 
with a high cultural content.’ We took this advice to heart when selecting 
and developing reading texts in order to maximize student interest, while 
ensuring that the content is still appropriate for an academic institution.

Reading skills development
Effective Reading teaches reading skills and strategies to help students 
become more efficient and successful readers. Skills such as skimming, 
scanning and guessing word meanings from context are found in every 
unit. Effective Reading also promotes the practice of extensive reading. 
Information on how to read extensively, as well as extracts from 
Macmillan Graded Readers, give students the opportunity to discover that 
reading in English at their level of difficulty can be an enjoyable way to 
develop reading skills, as well as other language skills.

Academic vocabulary development
University students need to be able to read English materials relating to 
their major, and this requires consolidating their existing knowledge 
of vocabulary commonly used in academic settings. To reinforce the 
vocabulary support in Effective Reading books 1–4, the Teacher’s Files 
provide additional vocabulary exercises and tests on words selected from 
the Academic Word List (a list of words which are common in academic 
texts).

Improving vocabulary knowledge is dependent on good dictionary skills. 
Using examples from the Macmillan English Dictionary, the Teacher’s 
File provides dictionary skills exercises to increase students’ familiarity 
with English-English dictionaries and to help students use them more 
effectively.
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Overview of Effective Reading books 1–4
Each book is composed of 12 units, with two reading texts per unit. The format 
of each unit is as follows:

Pre-reading exercises
These exercises activate the reader’s background knowledge to make the text 
more accessible, preview key vocabulary and stimulate interest in the text.

First reading text
This is the main reading text of the unit. The core language (vocabulary and 
grammar) exercises are drawn primarily from this text.

Post-reading exercises
The first post-reading exercise checks general comprehension of the first 
reading text. The second post-reading exercise highlights specific sentences and 
expressions from the text, which are typically problematic for learners. Rather 
than waiting for the teacher to explain or translate the text, this exercise gives 
students a chance to find the answers on their own.

Language deveLoPment and sPeaking exercises
These exercises provide extended work on essential vocabulary and grammar 
from the first reading text. Only language items which are common in natural 
English use are selected, as these are words and structures which students are 
likely to encounter again and again in their future English study. The speaking 
exercises give students the chance to reflect on and evaluate the first reading 
text, as well as personalize the content.

second reading text and reading skiLLs work
The second reading text is shorter and slightly simpler in language than the 
first reading text. In this section, students further develop specific reading skills 
such as skimming, scanning, reading speed, guessing word meanings from 
context, and so on.
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Answer key
Exercise 1: gangster, gap, garage, rubbish, garden

Exercise 2: lapse, etiquette, pen, missive

red and bLack words
In the Macmillan English Dictionary some words are red and some are black. 
The red words are the 7,500 most frequently used words in English. These 
7,500 words account for about 90% of all text. 2,500 of these words are the 
most common words in English and have three stars in the dictionary. These 
2,500 words account for about 80% of all text. The black words are less 
frequent and you may need them more for reading than speaking.

exercise 1
Five of these words are red (= more frequent) words in the 
dictionary. Guess which they are and check them in the 
dictionary.

gangster     gangway     gaol     gap     gape      
garage     rubbish     garble     garden

exercise 2
Four words in the following paragraphs are not red in the 
dictionary. Guess which they are and check them in the 
dictionary.

A survey carried out has found some shocking lapses of etiquette in the 
messages passed around by people under 20.

Many youngsters prefer to send email rather than write a letter, but the 
survey reveals that most have no conception of what counts as proper 
manners when penning a digital missive.

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary
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Answer key
Exercise 3: a. 3   b. verb, adjective, noun   c. No, it isn’t.   d. 1. limp3   2. limp1, 
meaning 1   3. limp2, meaning 2   4. limp1, meaning 2   5. limp2, meaning 1

Exercise 4: a. 3   b. 4   c. 6   d. 5   e. 2   f. 1

Exercise 5: objects (e.g. hailstones), vehicles (e.g. jeep), people (e.g. baby, kids, 
band), light, sound (e.g. radar waves), cheque, email message

Finding and exPLoring meanings

Finding the correct entry
Some words in the dictionary have more than one entry. 
That is because the same word can belong to different 
word classes. For example, the word limit can be either a 
noun or a verb, so there are two entries:

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

exercise 3
Many words have multiple meanings within 
one entry. Look up the word limp in the 
dictionary and answer these questions.

How many entries are there for the word a. 
limp?    3   

In which word classes is the word limp used?  b. 
1. _____  2. _____  3. _____

Is the noun limp used in the plural?  c. 
_____

In which meaning of which entry for limp do d. 
you find the following examples?

 1. Rachel walks with a slight limp. 
_____

 2. He was limping slightly and he looked 
tired. 
_____

 3. a limp effort 
_____

 4. The yacht is limping toward the island. 
_____

 5. limp and lifeless hair 
 _____

exercise 4
Look at the entry for bounce in the dictionary. 
Notice that six different meanings of the verb 
bounce are shown. Match sentences a-f with 
meanings 1-6 below. Write the correct number 
next to each letter.

hit surface1. 

move up and down2. 

be reflected3. 

when cheque is not paid4. 

move energetically5. 

when email comes back6. 

    a. 3          c. _____     e. _____

_____     d. _____     f. _____b. 

Sonar detects distance and depth by sound a. 
waves bouncing off an object.

My bank charged £30 for the cheque that b. 
bounced.

I’ve got your email address wrong. My emails c. 
keep bouncing.

He came bouncing into the room.d. 

The jeep bounced along the rough country e. 
road.

The ball bounced off the crossbar into the f. 
goal.

exercise 5
Read through the entry for bounce1 again. Using 
the example sentences and the definitions, 
make a list of some of the things that can 
bounce.

  ball    __________ __________

__________ __________ __________

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary
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li•lac1 / "laIl@k / noun 1 [C / U] a pale purple or white

flower with a strong smell, or the bush or tree that it
grows on 2 [U] a pale purple color

li•lac2 / "laIl@k / adj pale purple in color
Lil•li•pu•tian / %lIl@"pjuSn / adj extremely small — Lil-

li•pu•tian noun [C]

From the Lilliputians, a race of very small people in
the book Gulliver’s Travels.

lilt / lIlt / noun [singular] a pleasant rising and falling
pattern of sounds in the way that someone talks or in
a piece of music: He spoke with a recognizable Irish lilt.

lilt•ing / "lIltIN / adj forming a pleasant rising and falling
pattern of sounds: a lilting voice

lil•y / "lIli / noun [C] a large flower in the shape of a bell
that is often white but can be many other colors
— picture ➔ C9

lil•y-liv•ered / %lIli "lIv@rd / adj humorous not brave
%lily of the "valley noun [C] a plant with small white

flowers that are shaped like bells and have a pleasant
smell

"lily %pad noun [C] the large round leaf of a WATER LILY
that floats on water

%lily-"white adj 1 literary pure white: lily-white skin
2 informal involving or including only white people.
This word is usually used for showing that you think
people of other races should be included: the lily-white
private schools 3 informal completely honest and moral

li•ma bean / "laIm@ %bin / noun [C] a flat pale green bean
that is grown in North and South America

limb / lIm / noun [C] ��
1 an arm or a leg: She rested her tired, aching limbs. �

an artificial limb
2 a large branch on a tree
3 a part of something that sticks out
out on a limb in a position where you have no support
from other people
tear/rip sb limb from limb to violently attack or kill
someone
➔ LIFE

-limbed / lImd / suffix used with some adjectives to make
adjectives describing someone’s arms or legs: a loose-
limbed dancer

lim•ber1 / "lImb@r / verb %limber "up phrasal vb [I / T] to
do gentle exercises that make your muscles stretch,
especially in order to prepare for taking part in a sport

lim•ber2 / "lImb@r / adj able to bend and move easily
lim•bo / "lImboU / noun [singular / U] 1 in the Roman

Catholic religion, the place between heaven and HELL
where some people who are not Christians go when
they die 2 the limbo a dance from the Caribbean in
which people bend backward and go under a stick that
is moved lower as the dance continues. It is often also
called limbo dancing. 3 a situation or state where you
are not certain and you have to wait to find out what
will happen next: in limbo While she waits to hear if she
has a place at a college, Jess is in limbo.

lime / laIm / noun �

1 fruit with green skin 4 drink made from limes
2 white substance 5 linden tree
3 lime-green color

1 [C / U] a fruit with a hard green skin and sour juice
that grows on a lime tree: a slice of lime — picture ➔ C10
2 [U] a white substance used for making CEMENT and
for helping plants to grow
3 [U] a LIME-GREEN color
4 [C/ U] Br E a sweet drink made from limes or tasting
of limes
5 [C] Br E a LINDEN tree

lime•ade / laIm"eId; "laIm%eId / noun [C/U] a sweet green
drink made from limes or tasting of limes

%lime-"green adj bright yellow-green in color — %lime
"green noun [U]

lime•light, the / "laIm%laIt / noun a situation in which
you are getting a lot of interest and attention from the
newspapers, television, etc.: in the limelight DiCaprio has
been in the limelight since he began his career at the age

of 12. � out of the limelight The prince has always tried to
keep his children out of the limelight.

lim•er•ick / "lIm@rIk / noun [C] a humorous poem with
five lines

lime•stone / "laIm%stoUn / noun [U] a type of white or
gray stone containing CALCIUM, used for building and
making CEMENT

lim•ey / "laImi / noun [C] Am E old-fashioned a British
person. This word is sometimes used as an insult.

From the fact that, in the past, British sailors drank
lime juice, that is full of vitamin C, as a way of
preventing a disease called scurvy.

lim•it1 / "lImIt / noun [C] ���
1 the largest or smallest amount or the highest or
lowest level of something that is allowed: speed/spending
limits � + on There are strict limits on presidential power.
� + to There has to be a fair limit to the level of migration
from other countries. � legal limit He had consumed more
than three times the legal limit of alcohol when he drove
home. � time limit The prescribed time limit must be strictly
complied with. � set / impose a limit Their inflation rate
was above the 3% limit set by the Maastricht Treaty.
2 the greatest amount or level of something that is
possible: + to Obviously there is a limit to the amount we
can get done in two weeks. � + of The competition tested the
limits of her ability. � beyond the limit This area of the
ocean has been fished beyond sustainable limits. � stretch/
push/drive sb/sth to the limit The children were stretching
my patience to the limit.
3 the outer edge of an area: This line of islands formed
the outer limit of the empire. � city limits No bombs landed
within the city limits.
be the limit spoken to be very annoying or upsetting:
Honestly, that man is the absolute limit!
know your limits have a clear idea of what you are
capable of or how good you are
off limits 1 if a place is off limits, you are not allowed
to go there: The evacuated areas remained off limits to the
public. 2 not allowed or approved of: Certain con-
troversial subjects remained off limits.
within limits as long as a situation stays within what
is considered reasonable: We’ll take care of all your
expenses – within limits, of course.

Words frequently used with limit
adjectives agreed, legal, lower, prescribed, 1

strict, upper
nouns age, amount, capacity, extent, 1

growth, number, power, scope,
size, speed, time, weight

verbs define, extend, impose, introduce, 1
lower, place, put, raise, reduce,
set, specify

lim•it2 / "lImIt / verb [T] ���
1 to prevent a number, amount, or effect from increas-
ing past a particular point: The hospital limits the number
of visitors a patient can have. � The residents’ main demand
is to limit the amount of heavy traffic using the street. � The
regulations are designed to limit environmental damage. �

limit sth to sth The school board has pledged to limit classes
to a maximum of twenty-five students.
2 to reduce or control someone’s freedom to do what
they want or someone’s ability to be effective: RESTRICT:
Lack of adequate testing limits the effectiveness of the
research. � limit sb to sth The regulations limit each com-
mittee to recommendations rather than allowing it to take
action. � limit yourself Most people limit themselves to a
few techniques that work best for them. � be limited by sth
They were limited by the amount of money they could spend
on the production.
3 [usually passive] if something is limited to a particular
place or group, it happens only in that place or within
that group: be limited to NATO officials said that the air
strikes were limited to military targets. � The right to vote
was limited to heads of households and married women.

lim•i•ta•tion / %lImI"teISn / noun ��
1 [C] a rule or situation that puts a limit on something:
+ on We plan to impose limitations on the use of cars in the
city. � space / size limitations Not all the information could
be displayed due to space limitations. 1a. [U] the act or
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to run at a slow steady speed, usually for exercise or pleasure1. 

to say things that are intended to make people laugh2. 

to pause before doing something3. 

a lack of success in doing something4. 

a situation in which harm, death, damage or destruction is 5. 
possible

to harm something physically so that it is broken, spoilt or 6. 
injured

to move along the ground on your hands and knees or with 7. 
your body close to the ground

to say something to someone in order to have fun by 8. 
embarrassing or annoying them slightly

to change or influence something9. 

a change that is produced in one person or thing by another10. 

understanding deFinitions
The dictionary gives the meaning of words in short and clear definitions using a carefully selected  
‘defining vocabulary’ of 2,500 words. 

exercise 6
Match the words a-j with the definitions 1-10.

failurea. 

jokeb. 

jogc. 

crawld. 

affecte. 

effectf. 

damageg. 

dangerh. 

teasei. 

hesitatej. 

coLLocations
When learning English words, it is useful to learn 
the words they often occur with (their collocations). 
The dictionary helps you to know which words 
are frequently used together. One way in which 
information is given on collocations is in a box at the 
end of the entry.

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

exercise 7
List three words that you think typically 
occur with these words. Check in the 
dictionary.

a. verbs

1. ________     ________     ________ head

2. ________     ________     ________ payment

b. adjectives

1. _______     _______     _______ leg

2. _______     _______     _______ contribution

c. adverbs

1. listen ________  ________  ________

2. reduce ________  ________  ________

d. nouns

1. a popular ________  ________  ________

2. a brief ________  ________  ________
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be joined in marriage/holy matrimony very formal to
get married
join battle very formal to start fighting
join the club spoken used for saying that you have the
same problem or experience as the one someone else
has just mentioned
join hands 1 to hold someone else’s hand in your hand
2 to work together with another organization, country,
etc. to help and support each other
join a line to go and stand at the end of a line of people
who are waiting for something
➔ BEAT1

Words frequently used with join
nouns army, band, club, group, party, 2

team, union

%join "in phrasal vb [I / T] [join in sth] to do an activity with
people who are already doing it : She laughed and Tom
joined in. � Pat didn’t feel like joining in the celebrations.

%join "up phrasal vb 1 [I] to become a member of the armed
forces: He joined up right after high school. 2 [I / T] same
as join1 1: You need to join up these two lines. 3 [I] to meet
or work with someone else: I’m going to Germany first,
but we’re planning to join up in Norway. 4 [I] to work
together to achieve something: We’re joining up with
another research team.

"join with phrasal vb [T] formal [join with sb] to say or do
something with other people: join with sb in doing sth
I’m sure everyone joins with me in wishing him a speedy
recovery.

join2 /dZOIn / noun [C] the place where two objects have
been connected together: I don’t think you’ll be able to
see the join when I’ve glued the pieces together.

joined-up / %dZOInd "Vp / adj informal joined-up writing
is writing in which the letters are joined to each other.
This word is used especially by children.
joined-up thinking/government/policy etc. mainly
journalism a way of doing something in which all the
separate parts work sensibly and well with each other

join•er / "dZOIn@r / noun [C] someone whose job is to
make the wooden parts of buildings, for example doors
and windows — compare CARPENTER

join•er•y / "dZOIn@ri / noun [U] the work done by a joiner
— compare CARPENTRY

joint1 /dZOInt / adj [only before noun] ��� involving two
or more people or done by them together: The two
presidents issued a joint statement. � a joint decision � a
joint bank account � My sister and I had a joint birthday
party. � joint favorite Bates and Morgan are joint favorites
to win the competition. � joint effort (=something that is
done by two or more people) Putting out the fire had been
a joint effort. — joint•ly adv: a jointly owned property � an
aircraft that is being developed jointly with the U.K.

Words frequently used with joint
nouns agreement, declaration, effort,

initiative, statement

joint2 /dZOInt / noun [C] �

1 part of your body 4 restaurant, bar, etc.
2 connection 5 marijuana cigarette
3 piece of meat + PHRASES

1 a part of your body that can bend where two bones
meet: a swollen knee joint � You may experience some pain
in your joints.
2 a place where two parts of something are connected:
Make sure you seal the joints of the pipes with waterproof
tape.
3 a large piece of meat cooked in an oven : a joint of beef
4 informal a restaurant, bar, or club, especially one
that is inexpensive and not very nice: I met him at some
grimy little joint in town.
5 informal a MARIJUANA cigarette
out of joint 1 if a system is out of joint, it is not
working correctly: The new regulations threw the whole
system out of joint. 2 if a bone in your body is out of
joint, it is not in its correct position ➔ NOSE1

➔ CASE2 a

joint3 /dZOInt / verb [T] to cut meat into large pieces

%Joint %Chiefs of "Staff, the the leaders of each of
the main divisions of the U.S. military forces who
together make important military decisions

%joint "custody noun [U] legal an arrangement in which
parents who are divorced both have responsibility for
taking care of a child and can both give the child a
home for some of the time

joint•ed / "dZOInt@d / adj 1 a jointed arm, leg, or other
part can bend because it has JOINTS 2 mainly Br E a
jointed chicken has been cut into pieces so that it can
be eaten easily

%joint reso"lution noun [C] legal a formal decision or
statement that both houses of the U.S. Congress have
agreed on and that becomes law when the president
signs it

%joint-"stock %company noun [C] Am E business a
company that anyone can invest in by buying SHARES in
it

%joint "venture noun [C] business an agreement between
two companies to work together on a particular job,
usually in order to share any risk involved

joist /dZOIst / noun [C] a long piece of wood or metal put
below a floor or ceiling to support it

joke1 /dZoUk / noun [C] ��
1 something you say or do that is intended to make
people laugh: Is this some kind of stupid joke? � Greg
sprayed her with water as a joke. � make / crack a joke
(=say something funny) The men all sat there drinking
beer and cracking jokes. � play a joke on sb (=do something
to trick someone) Stephen decided to play a joke on his
teacher. � sb’s idea of a joke (=an action that someone
thinks is funny but you do not) Hiding my car keys was
her idea of a joke. 1a. a short story that is funny at the
end. The last line of the joke is called the punchline:
tell a joke Soon the kids relaxed and were laughing and
telling jokes. � + about He told us a great joke about a
talking dog. � sick joke (=a very unpleasant joke) a sick
joke about a dog in a microwave oven � get the joke
(=understand why the story is funny) Sorry – I don’t get
the joke. Can you explain it?
2 something that is funny: The nurses thought it was all
a huge joke. 2a. something that is so bad or silly it
annoys you: That price is just a joke!
be no joke to be very difficult or unpleasant: It’s no joke
bringing up two kids on your own.
can take a joke if you can take a joke, you are able to
laugh when someone makes a joke about you or does
something to trick you
go/get beyond a joke if a situation goes beyond a joke,
it becomes annoying or makes you feel worried
the joke is on sb used for saying that someone who
was trying to make someone else seem silly has made
themselves look silly

joke2 /dZoUk / verb [I] �� to say things that are
intended to make people laugh: + with Jill was laughing
and joking with the customers. � + about You shouldn’t joke
about such serious things. � + that Helen joked that she
would now be irresistible to men.
be joking to say something that is not true, to see if
someone will believe you, so that you can laugh about
it: I thought he was joking when he said he’d resigned. �

No, really, I’m not joking!
(all) joking aside/apart spoken used before you say
something serious after you have been saying some-
thing that was intended to be funny: Joking aside, she’s
a great actor.
only/just joking spoken used for saying that what you
have just said is not really true: I’ve lost your car keys.
Only joking, they’re in my pocket.
you’re joking or you must be joking spoken used for
saying that you cannot believe someone really means
what they have just said because it seems so surprising
or silly — jok•ing•ly adv: Half jokingly, Clare took on the
role of teacher.

jok•er / "dZoUk@r / noun [C] 1 someone who likes to tell
jokes or do things to make people laugh: He’s a real
joker. 2 informal someone who does something that
you think is stupid: Some joker has left his car in my
parking space again. 3 a type of PLAYING CARD with a
picture of a JESTER on it that is used only in some card
games — picture ➔ C16

Answer key
Exercise 6: a. 4   b. 2   c. 1   d. 7   e. 9   f. 10   g. 6   h. 5   i. 8   j. 3

Exercise 7: a. 1. bend, bow, cock, duck, incline, lift, lower, nod, 
shake, tilt, toss   2. accept, authorize, delay, demand, enforce, make, 
meet, receive, secure, suspend, withhold

b. 1. bandy, bare, hairy, long, shapely, slender   2. great, huge, 
important, major, outstanding, positive, significant, useful, valuable

c. 1. attentively, carefully, closely, hard, intently, politely   2. 
considerably, dramatically, drastically, gradually, greatly, sharply, 
significantly, substantially

d. 1. belief, misconception, myth, opinion, view   2. encounter, 
glimpse, interlude, moment, nod, pause, period, stay, visit, word

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary
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Finding idioms and Phrases
To find an idiom or phrase in the dictionary, try following these steps:

1. Decide which is the keyword in the idiomatic expression. Usually this word is a 
noun or verb, sometimes an adjective or adverb.

2. Look up the keyword in the dictionary to see if the idiom is there. If not, try 
one of the other words.

3. Idioms are usually given after the definitions of the different senses of the 
word.

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

exercise 8
1. Read the sentences and underline the idiomatic expression in 
each.

2. Guess the keyword in the idiom and look up this word to find 
the meaning of the idiom.

She has always been the apple of her father’s eye.   a. 
keyword = ___apple__

At the last meeting, I got cold feet and I haven’t been there since. b. 
keyword = __________

It’s been difficult, but now there’s light at the end of the tunnel. c. 
keyword = __________

It seems pretty risky, but I think we’ll take the plunge.    d. 
keyword = __________

He’s not in her good books.      e. 
keyword = __________

It’s obvious what you have to do: here it is in black and white.  f. 
keyword = __________

Answer key
Exercise 8: b. got cold feet (foot)   c. light at the end of the tunnel (light)   d. take the plunge (plunge)    
e. in her good books (book)   f. in black and white (black-and-white)
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From the name of the main young male character in
Shakespeare’s play Romeo and Juliet.

romp1 / rAmp / verb [I] if children or animals romp, they
play or move around in a lively and often noisy way
romp home/to victory mainly journalism to win some-
thing such as a race or competition very easily

"romp %through phrasal vb [T] informal [romp through sth]
to do something quickly and easily

romp2 / rAmp / noun 1 [singular] mainly journalism a
victory in a sport that is achieved very easily 2 [C] an
occasion on which children or animals play or move
around in a lively and often noisy way 3 [C] mainly
journalism an occasion on which people have sex
without intending to have a serious relationship 4 [C]
a movie, play, or book that is lively and enjoyable, and
not intended to be serious

romp•ers / "rAmp@rz / noun [plural] a piece of com-
fortable clothing for babies and small children that is
made of one piece of material and covers their whole
body

rood / rud / noun [C] 1 technical a large cross in a Chris-
tian church 2 a unit for measuring area that is equal
to a quarter of an ACRE or 0.1012 HECTARES

"rood %screen noun [C] a large decorated screen in some
Christian churches that separates the main part of the
church from the part where the ALTAR is

roof1 / ruf / (plural roofs /rufs / or rooves /ruvz /) noun [C]
���
1 the top outer part of a building: The roof is leaking
again. � a thatched roof (=made of straw) — picture ➔ C1
1a. the top outer part of a vehicle: One man had climbed
onto the roof of his car. 1b. the top outer part of a
temporary structure: Rain pattered on the roof of the tent.
2 the highest part of an underground area or structure:
rock formations on the roof of the cave
3 the hard top part of the inside of your mouth
go through the roof 1 informal to increase quickly to
a very high level: Stock prices have gone through the roof
in the past six months. 2 informal to suddenly become
extremely angry
raise the roof informal 1 to make a lot of noise: The
commotion raised the roof. 2 to complain in an angry
noisy way
the roof of the world used for referring to a very high
place such as the top of a mountain
a roof over your head a place to live: Some people are
struggling to keep a roof over their head.
under sb’s roof in someone’s home: As long as you’re
living under my roof, you’ll do as I say.
under the same roof in the same home: They could no
longer bear to live under the same roof.
➔ HIT1

roof2 / ruf / verb %roof "over phrasal vb [T] to cover an area
with a roof: We roofed over our patio last summer.

"roof %box noun [C] a large hard container that fits on
the roof of a car

roofed / ruft / adj with a roof: an old roofed bridge � + with
huts roofed with palm leaves

roof•er / "ruf@ / noun [C] someone whose job is to build
or repair the roofs of buildings

"roof %garden noun [C] an outside area with plants on
the flat roof of a building

roof•ing / "rufIN / noun [U] 1 material used for making
or repairing the roofs of buildings 2 the process of
building or repairing roofs

roof•less / "rufl@s / adj with no roof
"roof %rack noun [C] Br E a LUGGAGE RACK on a car
roof•top / "ruf%tAp / noun [C] the outside of the roof of a

building, especially when you are looking at it from
above: a jumble of red rooftops a. [only before noun] used
about something that is built on a roof: a rooftop
restaurant/swimming pool ➔ SHOUT1

rook1 / rUk / noun [C] 1 a piece in the shape of a tower
used in the game of CHESS: CASTLE — picture ➔ C16 2 a
large black European bird like a CROW that lives in big
noisy groups

rook2 / rUk / verb [T] informal old-fashioned to get money
from someone by tricking them

rook•er•y / "rUk@ri / noun [C] a group of NESTS made by
rooks or other birds that live together

rook•ie / "rUki / noun [C] �
1 Am E someone who has been a professional sports
player for less than one year
2 informal someone who has just started doing a job
or activity and does not have much experience: a rookie
police officer

room1 / rum / noun ���
1 [C] a part of a building with a floor, walls, and a
ceiling: On the second floor were two large empty rooms. �

Annie got up and left the room. 1a. [C] a bedroom in a
home or in a place such as a hotel: My mom told me to
clean up my room. � I’m staying in Room 52. � a double/
single room 1b. [C usually singular] all the people in a
room: The whole room stood up and cheered. 1c. rooms
[plural] a set of rooms that you rent, usually in another
person’s house or in a college
2 [U] the amount of space needed for a particular
purpose: There isn’t much room in here. � + for Is there
room for one more in your car? � room for sb to do sth There
was just enough room for them all to sit down. � room to
do sth The band was good, but there was no room to dance.
� take up room This table takes up too much room. � make
room (=create space by moving other things) We need to
make room in here for the computer. � leave room for sth
Leave room between each plant for the roots to grow.
3 [U] [+for] the possibility for something to exist or
happen: There is plenty of room for disagreement in this
controversial area. � There’s no room for doubt as to who
did this. � there is room for improvement (=an indirect
way of saying something is not very good) There is
clearly room for improvement in a number of management
areas.
not enough room to swing a cat informal used for
saying that a room is very small and there is not enough
space to live comfortably in it
room to maneuver the opportunity to change or do
things in a different way

Words frequently used with room
nouns argument, complacency, debate, 3

disagreement, doubt,
improvement

room2 / rum / verb [I] to share a room, apartment, or
house with one or more people: Jean and I roomed
together at college. � + with I’m rooming with two other
guys this semester.

%room and "board noun [U] an arrangement where you
have a room to sleep in and meals are also provided for
you: She pays $140 per week for room and board.

room•er / "rum@r / noun [C] Am E someone who rents a
room in someone else’s house

room•ful / "rumfUl / noun [C] a large number of people
or things that fill a room: a roomful of noisy children

room•ie / "rumi / noun [C] Am E informal a ROOMMATE

room•ing house / "rumIN %haUs / noun [C] a house that
consists of rooms that people can rent. Br E lodging
house

room•mate / "rum%meIt / noun [C] someone who you
share a room, apartment, or house with. Br E usually
flatmate

"room %service noun [U] a service provided by a hotel
that allows you to have food and drink brought to your
room

%room "temperature noun [U] the normal temperature
inside a building that is neither too hot nor too cold:
Red wine is best served at room temperature.

room•y / "rumi / adj 1 large and providing you with a
lot of space: a roomy car 2 roomy clothing is large and
comfortable

roost1 / rust / verb [I] when birds or BATS roost, they go
somewhere to rest or sleep
sb’s chickens come home to roost or sth comes home
to roost used for saying that bad actions or mistakes
from the past have unpleasant results in the present:
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something very hard several times: There was a loud
hammering on the door.

ham•mock / "h&m@k / noun [C] a bed consisting of a
long piece of cloth or net tied at each end to posts or
trees

ham•per1 / "h&mp@r / verb [T often passive] 1 to prevent
something from happening or progressing normally:
The search was hampered by heavy snowfall. 2 to limit
someone’s freedom to move

ham•per2 / "h&mp@r / noun [C] 1 Am E a large basket
in which you keep dirty clothes until you wash them
2 Br E a large basket with a lid, used for carrying the
food for a PICNIC (=meal that you are going to eat outside)

ham•ster / "h&mst@r / noun [C] a very small furry
animal with a short tail, kept as a pet

ham•string / "h&m%strIN / noun [C] a TENDON behind your
knee

ham•strung / "h&m%strVN / adj prevented from doing
what you want to do

hand1 /h&nd / noun ���

1 body part at end of arm 6 advantages in situation
2 help 7 sb working on farm/ship
3 clapping 8 handwriting
4 part of clock 9 unit of height of horses
5 set of cards you hold + PHRASES

1 [C] the part of your body at the end of each arm that
you use for picking up and holding things: Mrs. Bennet
put her hands over her ears to shut out the noise. � have/
hold sth in your hand He was holding a mug of coffee in his
left hand. � hold sb’s hand He sat by the bed and held her
hand. � take sb by the hand George took her by the hand
and helped her out of the car. � hold hands (=hold each
other’s hands) The park was full of young couples holding
hands. � hand in hand (=holding each other’s hand) They
walked along the cliff top hand in hand. � shake hands
The two men introduced themselves and shook hands.
— picture ➔ next page
2 [singular] help: give sb a hand (=help someone) Can you
give me a hand with these boxes? � like/want/need a hand
Do you need a hand with the dusting? � lend a hand (=help)
Lydia said she would lend a hand with the costumes.
3 [singular] if people give someone a hand, they CLAP
their hands to show that they have enjoyed a per-
formance: a big hand for sb A big hand for the band, ladies
and gentlemen! � give sb a big hand Let’s give the children
a big hand.
4 [C] the hands on a clock are the long parts that move
around and show the time
5 [C] the set of cards that have been given to you in a
game of cards — picture ➔ C16
6 [singular] informal the advantages you have that give
you a chance to be successful in a particular situation:
play your hand (=use your advantages) Everything
depends on how the company plays its hand. � show / tip
your hand (=let an opponent know what your advantages
are) The trick is not to show your hand too early.
7 [C] someone who does physical work 7a. someone
who works on a farm: It was a large farm, with over 20
hired hands. 7b. someone who works on a ship
8 [C] mainly literary someone’s HANDWRITING: The manu-
script was written in the author’s own hand.
9 [C] a unit for measuring how tall a horse is
at hand very close to you and easy to reach: Help is
always at hand if you need it. � close / near at hand I
always keep my calculator close at hand.
at the hands of sb if you suffer or die at the hands of
someone, they make you suffer or die: They suffered
defeat at the hands of the French.
by hand 1 using your hands rather than a machine
2 if a letter is delivered by hand, it is not delivered by
the mail service
first/second/third hand if you experience something
first hand, you experience it yourself. If you experience
something second hand or third hand, someone else
tells you about it.
get/lay your hands on sth to manage to obtain some-
thing: I couldn’t lay my hands on a copy of the book.
go hand in hand to happen or exist together: Economic
success and job creation go hand in hand.
hand in glove if you work hand in glove with someone,
you work very closely with them

sb’s hand in marriage old-fashioned permission to
marry a particular woman
hand over fist informal if you make or spend money
hand over fist, you earn or spend it in very large
amounts
sb’s hands are tied someone cannot do what they want
to do because something such as a rule or law prevents
it
hands off used for telling someone not to touch or take
something
hands up 1 used for asking people to tell you if they
know the answer to a question 2 used by someone who
is pointing a gun at people to tell them to raise both
their hands 3 used for asking people to tell you if they
want something
have/get sb eating out of your hand to be in a situation
in which someone will do anything that you want them
to do
have a hand in sth to help make something happen
have sb/sth on your hands to have a person or a
problem that you must deal with
have time on your hands to have more time available
than you need
have your hands full to be extremely busy with a
difficult job
in hand 1 if something is in hand, you are already
dealing with it 2 if you have something in hand, you
are managing it well so that it happens in the way it
should 3 Br E if a player or team has a game in hand,
they have played one game less than an opponent
in sb’s hands if something is in someone’s hands, they
are responsible for it: The company is now in the hands
of the bank. � in good / safe hands I knew that Rebecca was
in safe hands with my parents.
keep your hand in to practice something so that you
are still able to do it well
keep your hands off informal to not touch someone or
something
off hand if you do not know something off hand, you
cannot remember the information but you could find it
out
on hand if someone is on hand, they are available to
help you if you need them
on the one hand . . . on the other hand used for giving
two different opinions about something: On the one hand,
expansion would be good, but on the other hand it would
be sad to lose the family atmosphere.
on (your) hands and knees on the floor, with your
hands and your lower legs on the ground
out of hand not well controlled: get out of hand We
decided to leave before things got out of hand.
out of your hands if something is out of your hands,
someone else is now in charge of it
take/get your hands off informal to stop touching
someone or something
take sb in hand to start controlling someone who has
been behaving badly
to handBr E near where you are and therefore available
to use
turn your hand to sth to start doing something new,
especially something that involves skill: The former
model has now turned her hand to acting.
➔ DECK1, FORCE2, HANDS DOWN, LIVE1, PUMP1, UPPER1

hand2 /h&nd / verb [T] ��� to give something to
someone by holding it in your hand and offering it to
them: hand sth to sb Talbot handed the paper to the man.
� hand sb sth Sarah handed me an envelope.
you have to hand it to sb spoken used for saying that
you admire someone for something they have done

%hand "back phrasal vb [T] to give something back to
someone: hand sth back to sb Jean handed the letter back
to Doug. � hand sb sth back The officer handed me my
passport back.

%hand "down phrasal vb [T] 1 to give knowledge or skill to
someone who is younger than you and will live after
you have died: These skills have been handed down from
generation to generation. 2 to give clothes, toys, etc. to a
younger child when an older child no longer needs
them
hand down a judgment/sentence/punishment to say
officially that someone will receive a particular pun-
ishment
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Answer key
Exercise 9: 1. gangster, gap, garage   2. four   
3. in   4. rubbish  5. can
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gang•ster / "g&Nst@r / noun [C] � a member of an organ-

ized group of criminals: a movie about Chicago gangsters
in the 1920s

gang•way1 / "g&N%weI / noun [C] a flat board or metal
structure that can be put in place between a ship and
land to let people get off or on the ship

gang•way2 / "g&N%weI / interjection used to warn a
crowd of people to move apart and form a passage
because someone or something is coming through

gan•ja / "gAndZ@; "g&ndZ@ / noun [U] MARIJUANA, espe-
cially of a very strong kind

gan•net / "g&n@t / noun [C] a large white sea bird that
lives on cliffs

gan•try / "g&ntri / noun [C] 1 a large tall metal structure
used for supporting lights, signals, etc., or for moving
heavy equipment on tracks 2 technical a large struc-
ture that is used to build and repair a ROCKET or other
space vehicle

gaol /dZeIl / a Br E spelling of jail1

gaol•er / "dZeIl@r / a Br E spelling of jailer
gap /g&p / noun [C] ���
1 a space or opening in the middle of something or
between things: Fill in any gaps around windows and
doors. � + between Through the gaps between the trees I
could see a river in the distance. � + in We waited for a gap
in the busy traffic and crossed the street. 1a. a low area
between mountains that people use to cross them: The
more southerly route lay across a gap in the mountains.
2 [+in] something missing from a situation or a system
that prevents it from being complete or perfect: We will
then carry out research to fill in the gaps in our knowledge.
� His death leaves a huge gap in the theatrical life of New
York.
3 a large difference between things or groups: The
president is concerned about the gaps in health coverage
that exist for children. � + between The gap between farm
incomes and land values is wider than ever. � close /
narrow / reduce / bridge the gap The book clearly bridges
the gap between theory and practice.
4 a period of time in which something does not happen:
+ of The second volume in the series came out after a gap
of seven years.
a gap in the market an opportunity to produce some-
thing that is not yet available but that people would
like to have

gape /geIp / verb [I] 1 to look at something or someone
with your mouth open because you are very surprised
2 to open wide or be wide open: Suddenly he was at the
door, his pajama top gaping open.

gap•ing / "geIpIN / adj a gaping hole or space is very
large: a gaping wound

gap-toothed / %g&p "tuTt / adj with large spaces
between your teeth

ga•rage1 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / noun ��
1 [C] a building for keeping a car in, especially one
that is connected to or near your house: a house with a
two-car garage 1a. an area inside or below a building
where you can leave your car: an underground garage
— picture ➔ C1
2 [C] a place that repairs cars: They took the car to a
local garage to get it fixed.
3 [U] a type of U.S. dance music that developed from
HOUSE MUSIC in the 1980s and is influenced by DISCO music
3a. a type of U.S. rock music that developed in the
1960s and is influenced by British ROCK AND ROLL. It was
mainly played by people who were not professional
musicians.
4 [C] a place where you go to buy gas: GAS STATION

ga•rage2 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / verb [T] to keep a vehicle
inside a building: The old barn is used for garaging the
vehicles.

"garage %sale noun [C] Am E an occasion when someone
sells furniture, clothes, books, toys, etc. that they do
not want any more

Garage sales are also called yard sales because people
usually have them in their garage, DRIVEWAY, or yard
next to their home.

garb /gArb / noun [U] a particular type of clothing, for
example clothing that shows your situation in life or
the work you do: his customary military garb

gar•bage / "gArbIdZ / noun [U] �
1 waste material that you are throwing away, for
example spoiled food or empty containers. Br E usually
rubbish
2 informal something someone says or writes that is
completely false, silly, or wrong
garbage in, garbage out/GIGO computing used for
saying that if you put bad information into a computer,
the results it produces will also be bad

"garbage %bag noun [C] Am E a large plastic bag used
for holding garbage

"garbage %can noun [C] Am E a large deep container
with a lid that you keep outside for holding garbage
that is ready to be collected. Br E dustbin

"garbage col%lector noun [C] Am E someone whose job
is to collect the garbage left outside in bags or cans

"garbage dis%posal noun [C] Am E a piece of electrical
equipment under the kitchen SINK (=container for
holding water and for washing dishes.) that cuts food
waste into very small pieces so that water will carry it
away

"garbage %dump noun [C] a public area, usually outside
of a town, where people can leave their garbage

gar•bage•man / "gArbIdZ%m&n / noun [C] Am E a man
whose job is to collect garbage

"garbage %truck noun [C] Am E a large truck used for
collecting garbage

gar•ban•zo /gAr"bAnzoU / or "garbanzo %bean noun
[C] Am E a CHICKPEA

garbed /garbd / adj [never before noun] literary dressed in
a particular type of clothing: garbed in black

gar•ble / "gArbl / verb [T] to communicate something
badly in speech or writing, so that it is confusing or not
accurate: The military must improve its communications to
avoid garbling vital transmissions.

gar•bled / "gArbld / adj confusing or not accurate: a
garbled and unconvincing explanation

Gar•da, the / "gArd@ / noun the police force in the
Republic of Ireland

gar•den1 / "gArdn / noun ���
1 [C] an area of land next to or near a house that is
used for growing flowers or vegetables 1a. Br E a YARD
2 [C usually plural] a large area of grass, flowers, trees,
etc. that is open to the public for their enjoyment:
They spent the afternoon wandering around the Botanical
Gardens.
➔ KITCHEN GARDEN

gar•den2 / "gArdn / verb [I] to take care of a garden and
its plants: She spends most weekends gardening.

"garden a%partment noun [C] Am E 1 an apartment
that is on the lowest floor of a building and that leads
directly to a yard 2 any one of a group of apartment
buildings that surround a yard or garden

"garden %center noun [C] a large store that sells plants,
flowers, and the tools and equipment you need for
taking care of a garden

%garden "city noun [C] a community of homes that
includes many parks and public gardens

gar•den•er / "gArdn@r / noun [C] �
1 someone whose job is to take care of a garden: the
head gardener on an estate
2 someone who enjoys growing plants and is good at
it

gar•de•nia /gAr"dini@ / noun [C] a large white flower
that smells very sweet

gar•den•ing / "gArdnIN / noun [U] the activity of plan-
ning and looking after a garden: He enjoys gardening. �

a gardening manual/book
"garden %party noun [C] a formal party in a large yard

for a lot of people
%garden "shed noun [C] a small building for storing

garden tools, bicycles, and other equipment — picture ➔
C1

"garden-va%riety adj [only before noun] Am E ordinary
and not very interesting: We saw a show when we were
in New York but it was nothing special – just your garden-
variety musical.

gar•gan•tu•an /gAr"g&ntSu@n / adj extremely big: a
gargantuan appetite

exercise 9
Look over the dictionary page and answer 
the following questions.

Which of the following are countable 1. 
nouns? gangster, gap, garage, garbage

How many entries are there for gap?2. 

Using the information in the dictionary, 3. 
choose the correct preposition to complete  
the sentence: The dog escaped from the 
yard through a gap ___ the fence.

What word for garbage is more common in 4. 
British English?

In American English, which of the 5. 
following words is a common collocation 
with garbage?

 a. bin   b. can   c. bucket   d. basket

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary

from the Macmillan English Dictionary
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gangster gargantuan574...........................................................................................................................................
gang•ster / "g&Nst@r / noun [C] � a member of an organ-

ized group of criminals: a movie about Chicago gangsters
in the 1920s

gang•way1 / "g&N%weI / noun [C] a flat board or metal
structure that can be put in place between a ship and
land to let people get off or on the ship

gang•way2 / "g&N%weI / interjection used to warn a
crowd of people to move apart and form a passage
because someone or something is coming through

gan•ja / "gAndZ@; "g&ndZ@ / noun [U] MARIJUANA, espe-
cially of a very strong kind

gan•net / "g&n@t / noun [C] a large white sea bird that
lives on cliffs

gan•try / "g&ntri / noun [C] 1 a large tall metal structure
used for supporting lights, signals, etc., or for moving
heavy equipment on tracks 2 technical a large struc-
ture that is used to build and repair a ROCKET or other
space vehicle

gaol /dZeIl / a Br E spelling of jail1

gaol•er / "dZeIl@r / a Br E spelling of jailer
gap /g&p / noun [C] ���
1 a space or opening in the middle of something or
between things: Fill in any gaps around windows and
doors. � + between Through the gaps between the trees I
could see a river in the distance. � + in We waited for a gap
in the busy traffic and crossed the street. 1a. a low area
between mountains that people use to cross them: The
more southerly route lay across a gap in the mountains.
2 [+in] something missing from a situation or a system
that prevents it from being complete or perfect: We will
then carry out research to fill in the gaps in our knowledge.
� His death leaves a huge gap in the theatrical life of New
York.
3 a large difference between things or groups: The
president is concerned about the gaps in health coverage
that exist for children. � + between The gap between farm
incomes and land values is wider than ever. � close /
narrow / reduce / bridge the gap The book clearly bridges
the gap between theory and practice.
4 a period of time in which something does not happen:
+ of The second volume in the series came out after a gap
of seven years.
a gap in the market an opportunity to produce some-
thing that is not yet available but that people would
like to have

gape /geIp / verb [I] 1 to look at something or someone
with your mouth open because you are very surprised
2 to open wide or be wide open: Suddenly he was at the
door, his pajama top gaping open.

gap•ing / "geIpIN / adj a gaping hole or space is very
large: a gaping wound

gap-toothed / %g&p "tuTt / adj with large spaces
between your teeth

ga•rage1 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / noun ��
1 [C] a building for keeping a car in, especially one
that is connected to or near your house: a house with a
two-car garage 1a. an area inside or below a building
where you can leave your car: an underground garage
— picture ➔ C1
2 [C] a place that repairs cars: They took the car to a
local garage to get it fixed.
3 [U] a type of U.S. dance music that developed from
HOUSE MUSIC in the 1980s and is influenced by DISCO music
3a. a type of U.S. rock music that developed in the
1960s and is influenced by British ROCK AND ROLL. It was
mainly played by people who were not professional
musicians.
4 [C] a place where you go to buy gas: GAS STATION

ga•rage2 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / verb [T] to keep a vehicle
inside a building: The old barn is used for garaging the
vehicles.

"garage %sale noun [C] Am E an occasion when someone
sells furniture, clothes, books, toys, etc. that they do
not want any more

Garage sales are also called yard sales because people
usually have them in their garage, DRIVEWAY, or yard
next to their home.

garb /gArb / noun [U] a particular type of clothing, for
example clothing that shows your situation in life or
the work you do: his customary military garb

gar•bage / "gArbIdZ / noun [U] �
1 waste material that you are throwing away, for
example spoiled food or empty containers. Br E usually
rubbish
2 informal something someone says or writes that is
completely false, silly, or wrong
garbage in, garbage out/GIGO computing used for
saying that if you put bad information into a computer,
the results it produces will also be bad

"garbage %bag noun [C] Am E a large plastic bag used
for holding garbage

"garbage %can noun [C] Am E a large deep container
with a lid that you keep outside for holding garbage
that is ready to be collected. Br E dustbin

"garbage col%lector noun [C] Am E someone whose job
is to collect the garbage left outside in bags or cans

"garbage dis%posal noun [C] Am E a piece of electrical
equipment under the kitchen SINK (=container for
holding water and for washing dishes.) that cuts food
waste into very small pieces so that water will carry it
away

"garbage %dump noun [C] a public area, usually outside
of a town, where people can leave their garbage

gar•bage•man / "gArbIdZ%m&n / noun [C] Am E a man
whose job is to collect garbage

"garbage %truck noun [C] Am E a large truck used for
collecting garbage

gar•ban•zo /gAr"bAnzoU / or "garbanzo %bean noun
[C] Am E a CHICKPEA

garbed /garbd / adj [never before noun] literary dressed in
a particular type of clothing: garbed in black

gar•ble / "gArbl / verb [T] to communicate something
badly in speech or writing, so that it is confusing or not
accurate: The military must improve its communications to
avoid garbling vital transmissions.

gar•bled / "gArbld / adj confusing or not accurate: a
garbled and unconvincing explanation

Gar•da, the / "gArd@ / noun the police force in the
Republic of Ireland

gar•den1 / "gArdn / noun ���
1 [C] an area of land next to or near a house that is
used for growing flowers or vegetables 1a. Br E a YARD
2 [C usually plural] a large area of grass, flowers, trees,
etc. that is open to the public for their enjoyment:
They spent the afternoon wandering around the Botanical
Gardens.
➔ KITCHEN GARDEN

gar•den2 / "gArdn / verb [I] to take care of a garden and
its plants: She spends most weekends gardening.

"garden a%partment noun [C] Am E 1 an apartment
that is on the lowest floor of a building and that leads
directly to a yard 2 any one of a group of apartment
buildings that surround a yard or garden

"garden %center noun [C] a large store that sells plants,
flowers, and the tools and equipment you need for
taking care of a garden

%garden "city noun [C] a community of homes that
includes many parks and public gardens

gar•den•er / "gArdn@r / noun [C] �
1 someone whose job is to take care of a garden: the
head gardener on an estate
2 someone who enjoys growing plants and is good at
it

gar•de•nia /gAr"dini@ / noun [C] a large white flower
that smells very sweet

gar•den•ing / "gArdnIN / noun [U] the activity of plan-
ning and looking after a garden: He enjoys gardening. �

a gardening manual/book
"garden %party noun [C] a formal party in a large yard

for a lot of people
%garden "shed noun [C] a small building for storing

garden tools, bicycles, and other equipment — picture ➔
C1

"garden-va%riety adj [only before noun] Am E ordinary
and not very interesting: We saw a show when we were
in New York but it was nothing special – just your garden-
variety musical.

gar•gan•tu•an /gAr"g&ntSu@n / adj extremely big: a
gargantuan appetite
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gang•ster / "g&Nst@r / noun [C] � a member of an organ-

ized group of criminals: a movie about Chicago gangsters
in the 1920s

gang•way1 / "g&N%weI / noun [C] a flat board or metal
structure that can be put in place between a ship and
land to let people get off or on the ship

gang•way2 / "g&N%weI / interjection used to warn a
crowd of people to move apart and form a passage
because someone or something is coming through

gan•ja / "gAndZ@; "g&ndZ@ / noun [U] MARIJUANA, espe-
cially of a very strong kind

gan•net / "g&n@t / noun [C] a large white sea bird that
lives on cliffs

gan•try / "g&ntri / noun [C] 1 a large tall metal structure
used for supporting lights, signals, etc., or for moving
heavy equipment on tracks 2 technical a large struc-
ture that is used to build and repair a ROCKET or other
space vehicle

gaol /dZeIl / a Br E spelling of jail1

gaol•er / "dZeIl@r / a Br E spelling of jailer
gap /g&p / noun [C] ���
1 a space or opening in the middle of something or
between things: Fill in any gaps around windows and
doors. � + between Through the gaps between the trees I
could see a river in the distance. � + in We waited for a gap
in the busy traffic and crossed the street. 1a. a low area
between mountains that people use to cross them: The
more southerly route lay across a gap in the mountains.
2 [+in] something missing from a situation or a system
that prevents it from being complete or perfect: We will
then carry out research to fill in the gaps in our knowledge.
� His death leaves a huge gap in the theatrical life of New
York.
3 a large difference between things or groups: The
president is concerned about the gaps in health coverage
that exist for children. � + between The gap between farm
incomes and land values is wider than ever. � close /
narrow / reduce / bridge the gap The book clearly bridges
the gap between theory and practice.
4 a period of time in which something does not happen:
+ of The second volume in the series came out after a gap
of seven years.
a gap in the market an opportunity to produce some-
thing that is not yet available but that people would
like to have

gape /geIp / verb [I] 1 to look at something or someone
with your mouth open because you are very surprised
2 to open wide or be wide open: Suddenly he was at the
door, his pajama top gaping open.

gap•ing / "geIpIN / adj a gaping hole or space is very
large: a gaping wound

gap-toothed / %g&p "tuTt / adj with large spaces
between your teeth

ga•rage1 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / noun ��
1 [C] a building for keeping a car in, especially one
that is connected to or near your house: a house with a
two-car garage 1a. an area inside or below a building
where you can leave your car: an underground garage
— picture ➔ C1
2 [C] a place that repairs cars: They took the car to a
local garage to get it fixed.
3 [U] a type of U.S. dance music that developed from
HOUSE MUSIC in the 1980s and is influenced by DISCO music
3a. a type of U.S. rock music that developed in the
1960s and is influenced by British ROCK AND ROLL. It was
mainly played by people who were not professional
musicians.
4 [C] a place where you go to buy gas: GAS STATION

ga•rage2 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / verb [T] to keep a vehicle
inside a building: The old barn is used for garaging the
vehicles.

"garage %sale noun [C] Am E an occasion when someone
sells furniture, clothes, books, toys, etc. that they do
not want any more

Garage sales are also called yard sales because people
usually have them in their garage, DRIVEWAY, or yard
next to their home.

garb /gArb / noun [U] a particular type of clothing, for
example clothing that shows your situation in life or
the work you do: his customary military garb

gar•bage / "gArbIdZ / noun [U] �
1 waste material that you are throwing away, for
example spoiled food or empty containers. Br E usually
rubbish
2 informal something someone says or writes that is
completely false, silly, or wrong
garbage in, garbage out/GIGO computing used for
saying that if you put bad information into a computer,
the results it produces will also be bad

"garbage %bag noun [C] Am E a large plastic bag used
for holding garbage

"garbage %can noun [C] Am E a large deep container
with a lid that you keep outside for holding garbage
that is ready to be collected. Br E dustbin

"garbage col%lector noun [C] Am E someone whose job
is to collect the garbage left outside in bags or cans

"garbage dis%posal noun [C] Am E a piece of electrical
equipment under the kitchen SINK (=container for
holding water and for washing dishes.) that cuts food
waste into very small pieces so that water will carry it
away

"garbage %dump noun [C] a public area, usually outside
of a town, where people can leave their garbage

gar•bage•man / "gArbIdZ%m&n / noun [C] Am E a man
whose job is to collect garbage

"garbage %truck noun [C] Am E a large truck used for
collecting garbage

gar•ban•zo /gAr"bAnzoU / or "garbanzo %bean noun
[C] Am E a CHICKPEA

garbed /garbd / adj [never before noun] literary dressed in
a particular type of clothing: garbed in black

gar•ble / "gArbl / verb [T] to communicate something
badly in speech or writing, so that it is confusing or not
accurate: The military must improve its communications to
avoid garbling vital transmissions.

gar•bled / "gArbld / adj confusing or not accurate: a
garbled and unconvincing explanation

Gar•da, the / "gArd@ / noun the police force in the
Republic of Ireland

gar•den1 / "gArdn / noun ���
1 [C] an area of land next to or near a house that is
used for growing flowers or vegetables 1a. Br E a YARD
2 [C usually plural] a large area of grass, flowers, trees,
etc. that is open to the public for their enjoyment:
They spent the afternoon wandering around the Botanical
Gardens.
➔ KITCHEN GARDEN

gar•den2 / "gArdn / verb [I] to take care of a garden and
its plants: She spends most weekends gardening.

"garden a%partment noun [C] Am E 1 an apartment
that is on the lowest floor of a building and that leads
directly to a yard 2 any one of a group of apartment
buildings that surround a yard or garden

"garden %center noun [C] a large store that sells plants,
flowers, and the tools and equipment you need for
taking care of a garden

%garden "city noun [C] a community of homes that
includes many parks and public gardens

gar•den•er / "gArdn@r / noun [C] �
1 someone whose job is to take care of a garden: the
head gardener on an estate
2 someone who enjoys growing plants and is good at
it

gar•de•nia /gAr"dini@ / noun [C] a large white flower
that smells very sweet

gar•den•ing / "gArdnIN / noun [U] the activity of plan-
ning and looking after a garden: He enjoys gardening. �

a gardening manual/book
"garden %party noun [C] a formal party in a large yard

for a lot of people
%garden "shed noun [C] a small building for storing

garden tools, bicycles, and other equipment — picture ➔
C1

"garden-va%riety adj [only before noun] Am E ordinary
and not very interesting: We saw a show when we were
in New York but it was nothing special – just your garden-
variety musical.

gar•gan•tu•an /gAr"g&ntSu@n / adj extremely big: a
gargantuan appetite
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ized group of criminals: a movie about Chicago gangsters
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gang•way1 / "g&N%weI / noun [C] a flat board or metal
structure that can be put in place between a ship and
land to let people get off or on the ship
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crowd of people to move apart and form a passage
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space vehicle
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gaol•er / "dZeIl@r / a Br E spelling of jailer
gap /g&p / noun [C] ���
1 a space or opening in the middle of something or
between things: Fill in any gaps around windows and
doors. � + between Through the gaps between the trees I
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in the busy traffic and crossed the street. 1a. a low area
between mountains that people use to cross them: The
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that prevents it from being complete or perfect: We will
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4 a period of time in which something does not happen:
+ of The second volume in the series came out after a gap
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with your mouth open because you are very surprised
2 to open wide or be wide open: Suddenly he was at the
door, his pajama top gaping open.

gap•ing / "geIpIN / adj a gaping hole or space is very
large: a gaping wound

gap-toothed / %g&p "tuTt / adj with large spaces
between your teeth
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1 [C] a building for keeping a car in, especially one
that is connected to or near your house: a house with a
two-car garage 1a. an area inside or below a building
where you can leave your car: an underground garage
— picture ➔ C1
2 [C] a place that repairs cars: They took the car to a
local garage to get it fixed.
3 [U] a type of U.S. dance music that developed from
HOUSE MUSIC in the 1980s and is influenced by DISCO music
3a. a type of U.S. rock music that developed in the
1960s and is influenced by British ROCK AND ROLL. It was
mainly played by people who were not professional
musicians.
4 [C] a place where you go to buy gas: GAS STATION

ga•rage2 /g@"rAZ; g@"rAdZ / verb [T] to keep a vehicle
inside a building: The old barn is used for garaging the
vehicles.

"garage %sale noun [C] Am E an occasion when someone
sells furniture, clothes, books, toys, etc. that they do
not want any more

Garage sales are also called yard sales because people
usually have them in their garage, DRIVEWAY, or yard
next to their home.

garb /gArb / noun [U] a particular type of clothing, for
example clothing that shows your situation in life or
the work you do: his customary military garb

gar•bage / "gArbIdZ / noun [U] �
1 waste material that you are throwing away, for
example spoiled food or empty containers. Br E usually
rubbish
2 informal something someone says or writes that is
completely false, silly, or wrong
garbage in, garbage out/GIGO computing used for
saying that if you put bad information into a computer,
the results it produces will also be bad

"garbage %bag noun [C] Am E a large plastic bag used
for holding garbage

"garbage %can noun [C] Am E a large deep container
with a lid that you keep outside for holding garbage
that is ready to be collected. Br E dustbin

"garbage col%lector noun [C] Am E someone whose job
is to collect the garbage left outside in bags or cans

"garbage dis%posal noun [C] Am E a piece of electrical
equipment under the kitchen SINK (=container for
holding water and for washing dishes.) that cuts food
waste into very small pieces so that water will carry it
away

"garbage %dump noun [C] a public area, usually outside
of a town, where people can leave their garbage

gar•bage•man / "gArbIdZ%m&n / noun [C] Am E a man
whose job is to collect garbage

"garbage %truck noun [C] Am E a large truck used for
collecting garbage
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[C] Am E a CHICKPEA

garbed /garbd / adj [never before noun] literary dressed in
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badly in speech or writing, so that it is confusing or not
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garbled and unconvincing explanation
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1 [C] an area of land next to or near a house that is
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etc. that is open to the public for their enjoyment:
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its plants: She spends most weekends gardening.
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that is on the lowest floor of a building and that leads
directly to a yard 2 any one of a group of apartment
buildings that surround a yard or garden

"garden %center noun [C] a large store that sells plants,
flowers, and the tools and equipment you need for
taking care of a garden

%garden "city noun [C] a community of homes that
includes many parks and public gardens

gar•den•er / "gArdn@r / noun [C] �
1 someone whose job is to take care of a garden: the
head gardener on an estate
2 someone who enjoys growing plants and is good at
it

gar•de•nia /gAr"dini@ / noun [C] a large white flower
that smells very sweet

gar•den•ing / "gArdnIN / noun [U] the activity of plan-
ning and looking after a garden: He enjoys gardening. �
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"garden %party noun [C] a formal party in a large yard

for a lot of people
%garden "shed noun [C] a small building for storing

garden tools, bicycles, and other equipment — picture ➔
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"garden-va%riety adj [only before noun] Am E ordinary
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in New York but it was nothing special – just your garden-
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gar•gan•tu•an /gAr"g&ntSu@n / adj extremely big: a
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word cLasses
Each headword (the main word listed for each entry) 
has a label that shows its word class, for example, 
noun, adj (= adjective), phrasal vb (= phrasal verb) and 
adverb.

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

exercise 10
Write a correct word class from the box next 
to each word. Then check in the dictionary.

scenery _a. noun__ h. during _______

hello _______ i. indoor _______b. 

with _______ j. please _______c. 

convinced _______ k. whereas _______d. 

whether _______ l. provided _______e. 

frail _______ m. blessing _______f. 

honey _______ n. despite _______g. 

Many words in English can be used in more than one 
word class. For example, the word back can be an 
adverb (Go back to school!), an adjective (He went 
out the back door), a noun (I fell down and hurt my 
back), and a verb (He backed his car into the parking 
space). In the dictionary, each different meaning of 
the word is given a separate entry (or subentry) that is 
numbered in order of frequency.

exercise 11
Read the sentences and study the 
underlined words.

1. Write the word class of the underlined 
word.

2. Now find the word in the dictionary and 
write the headword and its entry number.

Their a. wages are the lowest in town.  
_______  ________

Airlines b. face enormous losses.   
_______  ________

She came c. second in the tournament.  
_______  ________

Of course we believe we are fighting for a d. 
just cause.  
_______  ________

I’m e. halfway through the book.   
_______  ________
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1413 suggestionsuffocating...........................................................................................................................................
suf•fo•cat•ing / "sVf@%keItIN / adj 1 so hot that you

cannot breathe easily: It’s suffocating in here! 2 making
you feel that you are not free to do what you want:
OPPRESSIVE: In time the marriage became suffocating. � suf-
focating conventions

suf•fra•gan / "sVfr@g@n / or "suffragan %bishop noun
[C] a BISHOP who is chosen to help another bishop with
a higher rank

suf•frage / "sVfrIdZ / noun [U] the right to vote: She was
a strong advocate of women’s suffrage. � universal suffrage
(=voting by all people in a country) The presidential
election was Taiwan’s first by universal suffrage.

suf•fra•gette / %sVfr@"dZet / noun [C] in the U.S. and the
U.K. a woman who took part in public protests about
giving women the right to vote in the early 1900s

suf•fuse / s@"fjuz / verb [T] literary to spread over or
through something: A warm glow suffused her body. �

Her cheeks were suffused with color.
Su•fi / "sufi / noun [C] a member of an Islamic religious

group whose aim is to communicate directly with God
and understand spiritual mysteries — Su•fi adj, Su•fism
noun [U]

sug•ar1 / "SUg@r / noun ���
1 [U] a sweet substance consisting of very small white
or brown pieces that is added to food or drinks to make
them taste sweet: Do you like sugar in your coffee? � white/
brown sugar � a spoonful/teaspoon of sugar 1a. [C] the
amount of sugar that is contained in a TEASPOON : How
many sugars do you take?
2 [C] science one of a group of sweet substances con-
tained in plants
3 [singular] spoken used for talking to someone you like
or love: Come on, sugar, eat your dinner.

sug•ar2 / "SUg@r / verb [T] 1 to add sugar to something
or cover something with sugar: Have you sugared my
tea? 2 to try to make something seem less unpleasant
than it is: Did they offer to sugar the deal? — sug•ared adj:
sugared almonds

"sugar %beet noun [C / U] a vegetable that grows under
the ground and is used for producing sugar

"sugar %bowl noun [C] a bowl used for serving sugar,
often with a lid — picture ➔ BOWL

"sugar %cane noun [C / U] a tall tropical plant with thick
stems that is used for producing sugar

sug•ar-coat•ed / "SUg@r %koUt@d / adj 1 trying to make
something seem less unpleasant than it is: a sugar-
coated picture of military service 2 covered in sugar:
sugar-coated cereal

"sugar %daddy noun [C] informal an older man who
gives a younger woman expensive presents, especially
in exchange for a romantic or sexual relationship

sug•ar•y / "SUg@ri / adj 1 tasting sweet from sugar: The
iced tea is too sugary. 2 sugary talk or behavior is
intended to please people but is not sincere : Don’t be
taken in by his sugary compliments.

sug•gest / s@g"dZest / verb [T] ���
1 to offer an idea or a plan for someone to consider:
The report suggested various ways in which the service
could be improved. � + (that) I suggest we have dinner first,
and then watch the movie. � + what / why / where etc. Can
anyone suggest what we should do to increase sales? �

suggest doing sth If there is a mechanical problem, we
suggest contacting the manufacturer directly.
2 to tell someone about something that may be useful
or appropriate for a particular purpose: RECOMMEND:
Can you suggest an inexpensive restaurant? � The doctor
suggested rest as an alternative to surgery.
3 to say that something is likely to exist or be true:
IMPLY: The cause of the problem, as Hutton suggests, is the
leadership’s refusal to accept any form of criticism. � + (that)
Are you seriously suggesting she did this on purpose? � I’m
not suggesting that giving up smoking will be easy. 3a. to
make you think that something is likely to exist or be
true: As its name suggests, the Carlton Beach Hotel is
situated near the ocean. � Evidence suggests a link between
asthma and pollution. � + (that) Recent research suggests
that the drug may be beneficial to people with muscular
disorders.
4 formal to remind you of something: The architecture
suggested a chapel.

Words frequently used with suggest
adverbs politely, respectfully, seriously, 1

strongly, tactfully, tentatively

Ways of suggesting something
How about. . .? an informal way of

suggesting something

Let’s. . . an informal way of
suggesting to the people
you are with something
that you could all do
together

Why don’t I/you/we/ a way of suggesting
they. . .? something when you are

presenting a new idea that
other people have not
thought of

Perhaps we/you/they a way of suggesting
could. . . something, especially

when you are not
completely sure if it is a
good idea

We could always. . . a way of suggesting
something when most
other possibilities have
already been considered

May/Can I suggest. . .? a polite and formal way of
suggesting something

May/Can/Could I make a way of suggesting
a suggestion? something, often used

when interrupting people
who are already
discussing what to do

Examples:

How about going out to dinner tonight?

I know, let’s go swimming!

Why don’t you try phoning their office number
instead?

Perhaps we could ask Jerry’s father if he has a tent
he could lend us?

I suppose we could always go to the movies instead.

May I suggest that we postpone discussing this until
the next meeting?

Could I make a suggestion? Why don’t we put all the
guests on the first floor and then everyone will be happy?

sug•gest•i•ble / s@g"dZest@bl / adj easily influenced by
other people: Children of this age are often highly sug-
gestible. — sug•gest•i•bil•i•ty /s@g%dZest@"bIl@ti / noun [U]

sug•ges•tion / s@g"dZestS@n / noun ���
1 [C] an idea or plan that you offer for someone to
consider: If you’re looking for last-minute Christmas pres-
ents, here are some suggestions. � + that The committee
rejected a suggestion that stock options should be offered to
junior employees. � + for / about He had some good sug-
gestions for making improvements in our service. � make /
offer a suggestion Could I make a few suggestions about
the way your essay is structured? � open to suggestions
(=willing to consider suggestions) We have a few ideas
for the show, but we’re open to suggestions. 1a. [U] the
act of suggesting something: at sb’s suggestion It was at
Larry’s suggestion that I attended the meeting.
2 [singular] the possibility that something is true, or
evidence showing that something may be true: + that
The senator rejected any suggestion that she was to blame.
� There is no suggestion that the plan will adversely affect
employment in the city. � + of They dismissed any suggestion
of a link between factory emissions and acid rain. 2a. a
small sign of something: + of There was a suggestion of
rain in the air.
3 [U] the action of influencing someone to make a
mental connection between one thing and another: The
success of advertising depends on the power of suggestion.

noun     conjunction     interjection     preposition     
adjective

Answer key
Exercise 10: b. interjection   c. preposition   d. adjective   e. conjunction   f. adjective   g. noun   h. preposition    
i. adjective   j. interjection   k. conjunction   l. conjunction   m. noun   n. preposition

Exercise 11: a. noun, wage1   b. verb, face2   c. number, second1    
d. adjective, just2   e. adverb, halfway1

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary
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countabLe and uncountabLe nouns
In the entries for nouns you will see the labels [C], [U] 
or [C/U].

[C] means the noun is countable. It refers to single 
items that can be counted and can be either singular 
or plural.

[U] means that the noun is uncountable. It refers to a 
substance or quality that cannot be counted. It can’t 
usually follow the article a or an.

[C/U] can be either countable or uncountable. The 
more frequent alternative is given first.

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

PrePositions
Many verbs and adjectives are followed by a 
preposition. The dictionary tells you which prepositions 
to use in the following way:

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

verb Patterns
Some verbs are followed by the infinitive form of the 
verb and some are followed by the -ing form of the 
verb. The dictionary shows this in the following way:

from the Macmillan English Dictionary

exercise 12
The underlined words and phrases have 
grammatical errors. Correct the errors, then 
check your answers in the dictionary.

We can get a lot of a. informations at the 
Internet.  
 

Please put out your cigarette. I b. object of 
people smoke in my house.  
 

I c. expect for getting paid on time. Getting 
my monies lately makes me to crazy. 
 

I don’t d. enjoy go for holiday as much as I 
used to.  
 

You can’t e. prevent him to buy jewelleries 
for his girlfriend.  
 

I’m very f. fond in giving advices that I don’t 
bother for following myself. 
 

Answer key
Exercise 12: a. information, on the Internet   b. 
object to people smoking   c. expect to get, 
money, late, makes me crazy   d. enjoy going, 
on holiday   e. prevent him from buying, 
jewellery   f. fond of, advice, bother following

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary
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%cast a"side phrasal vb [T] to get rid of someone or some-

thing because it is no longer interesting or valuable to
you

%cast "off phrasal vb 1 [T] to get rid of someone or some-
thing: It took many years for Chicago to cast off its repu-
tation as the home of violent gangsters. 2 [I / T] to untie
the rope fastening your boat to the land so that you can
sail away 2a. [I] if a boat casts off, it is untied and
moves away from the land 3 [I / T] to finish a piece of
KNITTING by removing the stitches from the needle and
making a neat edge

%cast "on phrasal vb [I / T] to start a piece of KNITTING by
making the first row of stitches

%cast "out phrasal vb [T] literary to force someone or some-
thing to leave a place

cast2 /k&st / noun �

1 all actors in movie/play 4 particular type
2 for broken body part 5 in fishing
3 sth made in a mold

1 [C] all the performers in a movie, play, etc.: An all-
star cast includes Michael Douglas as the U.S. President. �

She was a member of the cast of The Sound of Music for
years. � + of The play has a cast of four.
2 [C] medical a hard cover for protecting a broken or
injured part of the body, such as an arm or leg, while
it is getting better: Sheila broke her arm skiing and had
to wear a cast.
3 [C] an object formed into a particular shape by
pouring a liquid into a MOLD, allowing the liquid to
become hard, and then removing the mold: The
museum’s study hall has casts of many Greek statues.
3a. a MOLD used to form a particular shape
4 [singular] Br E a particular type of something, espe-
cially someone’s mind, face, or features: cast of mind
men of a military cast of mind 4a. the particular way
that something looks, especially if it is only slightly
noticeable: His face had a slightly greenish cast.
5 [C] the action of swinging a fishing line or net into
the water

cas•ta•nets / %k&st@"nets / noun [plural] a Spanish
musical instrument consisting of a pair of small round
pieces of wood or plastic held in one hand and brought
together quickly to make a CLICKING sound, used espe-
cially by dancers

cast•a•way / "k&st@%weI / noun [C] someone whose ship
has sunk and who is left on an island or beach where
there are no other people

caste /k&st / noun 1 [C/U] one of the social classes that
people are born into in Hindu society, or the system of
having these classes 2 [C] a group of people who have
the same social or professional status

cas•tel•lat•ed / "k&st@%leIt@d / adj technical a castellated
building is made to look like a castle, usually with
BATTLEMENTS

cast•er / "k&st@r / noun [C] one of a set of small wheels
that can move in any direction and are often attached
to the bottom of a piece of furniture or equipment

cas•ti•gate / "k&stI%geIt / verb [T] formal to criticize
someone or something severely: He was castigated as a
racist by his opponents. — cas•ti•ga•tion / %k&stI"geISn /
noun [U]

cast•ing / "k&stIN / noun 1 [U] the process of choosing
people to act in a movie, play, etc. 2 [C] an object
formed into a particular shape by pouring a liquid into
a MOLD: CAST

"casting %couch, the noun humorous a situation in
which someone agrees to have sex in return for getting
a job as an actor: Her rise to stardom owed much to the
casting couch.

%casting "vote noun [C] the vote that gives one group a
majority when the other votes are equally divided. The
person in charge of a committee, for example, often has
the right to give a casting vote.

%cast "iron noun [U] very hard iron that breaks easily.
It is made into objects by being heated and poured into
MOLDS.

%cast-"iron adj 1 made of cast iron 2 very definite, and
certain to be effective: She’s got a cast-iron alibi. � cast-
iron safety procedures 3 very strong, or able to deal with

difficult conditions: a cast-iron stomach � cast-iron nerves
cas•tle / "k&sl / noun [C] �
1 a large strong building with thick walls, built in the
past to protect the people inside from being attacked
2 one of the pieces used in the game of CHESS: ROOK

— picture ➔ C16

build castles in the air to have hopes and dreams that
are unlikely to become real

cas•tor / "k&st@r / another spelling of caster
%castor "oil noun [U] a type of oil with a bitter taste,

used in medicines in the past
cas•trate / "k&%streIt / verb [T] to remove the TESTICLES

(=the pair of male sexual organs) of a man or animal
— cas•tra•tion noun [U]

ca•su•al / "k&Zu@l / adj ��

1 relaxed/informal 4 temporary
2 comfortable to wear 5 not doing sth regularly
3 not planned 6 without strong feeling

1 relaxed and informal: The bar has a casual low-key
atmosphere. � The interview took place around the kitchen
table and was very casual. 1a. seeming relaxed and not
worried about anything: Paul tried to sound casual but I
could tell something was worrying him. 1b. used when
you are criticizing someone for being too relaxed or not
careful enough about what they do or say: The report
notes the firm’s casual attitude towards safety procedures.
2 casual clothes are comfortable, and appropriate for
wearing in informal situations
3 [only before noun] happening without being planned or
thought about: a casual meeting/remark � The disease
cannot be spread by casual contact.
4 working in temporary jobs: a casual laborer � The
workforce is mainly unskilled and casual. 4a. used about
jobs that are not regular or permanent : casual employ-
ment
5 [only before noun] doing something sometimes, but not
often or regularly: OCCASIONAL: casual moviegoers � Even
casual readers of the business pages will be aware of
Greenspan’s influence.
6 [only before noun] not involving strong feelings or emo-
tions: casual friendships � He described himself as a casual
acquaintance of the Kennedys’. � casual sex (=between
people who do not know each other well) He was only
looking for casual sex. — ca•su•al•ly adv

cas•u•a•lise a Br E spelling of casualize
cas•u•a•lize / "k&Zu@%laIz / verb [T] Br E to employ

workers only when they are needed instead of as per-
manent staff — ca•su•a•li•za•tion / %k&Zu@lI"zeISn / noun
[U]

ca•su•als / "k&Zu@lz / noun [plural] informal clothes
ca•su•al•ty / "k&Zu@lti / noun 1 [C usually plural] someone

who is injured or killed in an accident or military
action: There were no reports of casualties from the attack.
� heavy casualties A small group of rebels inflicted heavy
casualties (=many people injured or killed) on the gov-
ernment forces. 2 [C] someone or something that is
damaged or suffers as a result of something else: + of
Education has again been a casualty of government spen-
ding cuts. 3 [U] Br E an EMERGENCY ROOM in a hospital

ca•su•ist•ry / "k&ZuIstri / noun [U] very formal the use
of clever arguments, especially on moral issues, to try
to make someone believe something that is not true

ca•sus bel•li / %kAsUs "beli / noun [C] formal an event or
situation that causes a war

cat /k&t / noun [C] ���
1 an animal with soft fur, a long thin tail, and WHISKERS,
that people keep as a pet or for catching mice. A young
cat is called a kitten. 1a. a wild animal that looks like
a big cat, for example a lion or TIGER: BIG CAT
2 old-fashioned an insulting word for a woman who
likes to annoy and upset other people
be the cat’s pajamas/meow Am E informal to be better
than everyone else
(has the) cat got your tongue? spoken used when
someone does not speak when you expect them to
let the cat out of the bag to tell someone something
that was intended to be secret: He has let the cat out of
the bag about the government’s true intentions.
like a cat on a hot tin roof Am E informal unable to
stay still or concentrate because you are very nervous
or worried
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steps and movements. Ballroom dances include the
waltz, the foxtrot, and the tango.

balls /bOlz / noun impolite 1 [U] confidence and the
ability to deal with dangerous or difficult situations:
NERVE: It takes balls to quit your job like that. 2 [plural]
TESTICLES 3 [U] nonsense
have sb by the balls to have complete control over
someone, so that they have to do what you want

balls•y / "bOlzi / adj impolite brave and confident
bal•ly•hoo / %b&li"hu / noun [U] informal a lot of excite-

ment or arguing about something, especially something
that does not deserve the attention it is getting

bal•ly•hooed / %b&li"hud / adj much ballyhooed infor-
mal talked about or praised by many people in an
excited way

balm /bAm / noun [C / U] 1 an oil with a nice smell that
you rub on sore skin to make it feel better 2 mainly
literary something that makes you feel calm and relaxed

balm•y / "bAmi / adj 1 warm and pleasant: a balmy night
� balmy weather 2 old-fashioned crazy

ba•lo•ney /b@"loUni / noun [U] 1 spoken nonsense or
lies 2 Am E informal BOLOGNA

bal•sa / "bOls@; "bAls@ / noun [U] very soft light wood, used
especially for making model ships and airplanes a. [C]
the tree that this wood comes from

bal•sam / "bOls@m; "bAls@m / noun [U] a substance like
oil that comes from plants. It has a strong smell and is
used in medicines and PERFUMES.

bal•sam•ic vin•e•gar /bOl%s&mIk "vInIg@r / noun [U]
an expensive type of sweet dark VINEGAR

Bal•tic / "bOltIk / adj relating to the Baltic Sea in northern
Europe and to the countries in this region: the Baltic
states � This will give a boost to the Baltic economies.

bal•us•trade / "b&l@%streId / noun [C] a stone structure
like a fence around the edge of a BALCONY or other area
higher than the ground

bam•boo /b&m"bu / noun [C / U] a tall tropical plant
with thick light-brown stems that are used for making
things such as furniture and fences: a bamboo table �

bamboo canes
bam"boo %shoots noun [plural] a vegetable consisting

of the stems of a young bamboo plant, used especially
in Chinese cooking

bam•boo•zle /b&m"buzl / verb [T] informal to trick
someone or make them confused

ban1 /b&n / verb [T often passive] ��
1 to say officially that people must not do, sell, or use
something: The book was banned from school libraries.
� They signed agreements banning the use of chemical
weapons.
2 to say officially that someone is not allowed to do
something: ban sb from doing sth She was banned from
athletics for two years after failing a drug test.

ban2 /b&n / noun [C] �� an official statement ordering
people not to do, sell, or use something: the beef export
ban � + on There will be a total ban on smoking. � impose
a ban (=start it) They agreed to impose an immediate ban
on sales. � lift a ban (=end it) The ban is unlikely to be
lifted this year.

ba•nal /b@"nAl / adj something that is banal is boring
because it contains nothing new, original, or unusual:
his banal observations on the game � another banal TV
sitcom — ba•nal•i•ty /b@"n&l@ti / noun [C/U]

ba•nan•a /b@"nAn@ / noun [C / U] � a long curved fruit
with a yellow skin: a bunch of bananas — picture ➔ C10

ba%nana re"public noun [C] an insulting word for a
tropical country that is CONSIDERED as having a weak
economy, a dishonest or cruel government, and public
services that do not work

ba•nan•as /b@"nAn@z / adj informal silly or crazy
go bananas informal to become very angry or excited

ba%nana "split noun [C] a sweet food that consists of a
BANANA with ICE CREAM, cream, sauce, and nuts

band1 /b&nd / noun [C] ���

1 group of musicians 4 narrow circular object
2 group of same type 5 line of color/light/rain
3 range of values/levels 6 ring you wear on finger

1 a small group of musicians who play popular music
such as jazz or rock: a rock and roll band 1a. a large
group of musicians who play instruments such as TRUM-
PETS and drums: a military band
2 a group of people who do something together or who
share a particular feature or interest: + of a band of
warriors � a growing band of enthusiasts � It’s one of the
dwindling band of independent car-makers.
3 a range of values, prices, ages, etc. in a system used
for measuring or grouping people or things: WAVEBAND:
The ruble was trading with a band of 4,000 to 4,500 to the
dollar.
4 a flat narrow piece of cloth with the ends joined
together to form a circle: She wore a band around her
hair. � a hat band 4a. a narrow circular piece of rubber
or metal, often placed around something to support it
5 a line of something such as color or light: The male
bird has a brown band across its chest. 5a. a narrow area
of rain that passes over a place: We can expect another
band of showers in the afternoon.
6 literary a ring that you wear on your finger, especially
a WEDDING RING

band2 /b&nd / verb [T often passive] 1 to put a circular
band around something: The birds are banded so we can
track their movements. 2 to put people or things into
different groups, for example according to value or
income

%band to"gether phrasal vb [I] to come together as a group
in order to achieve something: The various opposition
groups have banded together to form a single party.

band•age1 / "b&ndIdZ / noun [C / U] � a long thin piece
of cloth that you wrap around an injured part of your
body

band•age2 / "b&ndIdZ / verb [T] bandage or bandage
up to wrap a bandage around an injured part of your
body

"Band-%Aid trademark 1 a piece of TAPE with a cotton
square in the middle, which you stick over a cut on
your skin 2 informal a temporary way of dealing with
a problem that will not really solve it

ban•dan•na or ban•dan•a / %b&n"d&n@ / noun [C] a
piece of colored cloth worn around your head or neck

ban•dit / "b&ndIt / noun [C] a thief who attacks travelers,
usually with other thieves ➔ ONE-ARMED BANDIT

ban•do•lier / %b&nd@"lI@ / noun [C] a type of belt worn
over one shoulder and across the chest with pockets to
hold bullets

B and S / %bi @n "es / or %B and "S %ball noun [C]
Bachelor and Spinster Ball: a party held in the Aus-
tralian OUTBACK (=areas a long way from towns) that
normally lasts for a whole weekend

bands•man / "b&ndzm@n / (plural bands•men
/ "b&ndzm@n /) noun [C] someone who plays an instru-
ment in a military or BRASS BAND

band•stand / "b&nd%st&nd / noun [C] a building without
walls in a park, used for musical performances

band•wag•on / "b&nd%w&g@n / noun [C usually singular]
an idea or activity, especially in politics or business,
that suddenly becomes very popular or fashionable, so
that a lot of people want to be involved in it: His recent
poll victory could start an ultra-nationalist bandwagon
rolling. � jump on / climb on / join the bandwagon Every
business was trying to jump on the ‘‘dot-com’’ bandwagon.

band•width / "b&nd%wIdT / noun [C/U] 1 computing the
amount of information that can be sent each second
through an Internet connection. If a system has a high
bandwidth, it is called a broadband connection.
2 informal the ability to deal with work, problems, etc.:
I’m out of bandwidth (=I can’t deal with things anymore).

ban•dy1 / "b&ndi / verb bandy words to argue, especially
when this is a waste of time

%bandy a"round or %bandy a"bout phrasal vb [T] to mention
something a lot, usually without thinking much about
what you are saying: I don’t want people bandying my
name about in public.

ban•dy2 / "b&ndi / adj bandy legs are curved, so that the
knees do not touch: BOWED

bane /beIn / noun [singular] something that annoys
someone very much or causes them a lot of problems:
the bane of Noisy and disobedient children are the bane of
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long time no see spoken used when you meet someone
you have not seen for a long time
not by a long shot informal used for saying that some-
thing is not true at all: They’ve achieved a lot, but they
haven’t finished yet – not by a long shot.
not long for this world mainly literary likely to die soon
take a long hard look at sb/sth to think about a
problem or issue very carefully in order to find out
what is wrong or find a better way of dealing with it:
We should take a long hard look at the way we deal with
refugees in this country.
take the long view (of sth) to think about the effects
that something will have in the future rather than
worrying about the present situation
to make/cut a long story short used for saying that
you will tell the end or the main point of a story without
giving all the details: To make a long story short, we both
spent the night in jail.

long2 / lON / adv ���
1 for a long period of time: I hope you haven’t been
waiting long. � People are living longer nowadays. �

Smoking has long been linked to lung cancer. � He wanted
to stay as long as he could. � Their relationship didn’t last
long.
2 much earlier or later than a particular event or
period: long before I knew her long before she became
famous. � long after I was born long after my parents got
married. � long ago I should have ended the relationship
long ago. � long since The time for negotiations has long
since passed.
all day/year/week etc. long for the whole day/year/
week etc.: I don’t think I could take care of children all
day long.
as/so long as used before saying the conditions that
will make something else happen or be true: My parents
don’t care what I work at as long as I’m happy.
be long [always in negatives or questions] used for saying or
asking whether you will have to wait a long time for
someone or something to be ready, arrive, or happen:
Will you be long, or would you like me to wait? � I’m just
going to the store – I won’t be long. � Dinner won’t be long
now.
long live sb/sth used for expressing your support for
or loyalty to someone or something
no longer/not any longer used when something hap-
pened or was true in the past but is not true now: He
no longer plays in an orchestra.
so long informal used for saying goodbye

long3 / lON / noun [U usually in negatives or questions] � a
long period of time: It didn’t take long to get there. � It
wasn’t long before I realized I’d made a mistake. a. before
long soon: She joined the company in 1995, and before long
she was promoted to sales manager. b. for long for a
long period of time: Have you been married for long? � I
haven’t known them for long.
the long and the short of it used for saying that you
will tell someone a long and complicated story very
quickly and simply: Well, the long and the short of it is
that they got divorced last year.

long4 / lON / verb [I] � to want something very much:
+ for It was freezing outside, and Marcia longed for a hot
drink. � This was the excitement that she had secretly
longed for. � long (for sb) to do sth I was tired and was
longing for her to leave. � She longed to see him again.
a. long for sb literary to want to be with someone you
love, especially when this is not likely to happen soon

long-a•wait•ed / %lON @"weIt@d / adj a long-awaited
event has been expected for a long time: The long-
awaited decision on funding is due today.

long•boat / "lON%boUt / noun [C] a long low boat, used
especially in the past for traveling on the ocean

long•bow / "lON%boU / noun [C] a weapon for shooting
ARROWS made from a long curved piece of wood and a
string, used for fighting and hunting in the past

%long-"distance adj � covering large distances: A long-
distance bus collided with a truck, causing several fatal-
ities. � a long-distance runner / swimmer a. a long-
distance phone call is one you make to someone far
away — %long-"distance adv

%long di"vision noun [U] in mathematics, a calculation
in which you divide one large number by another

%long-drawn-"out adj continuing for too long: PRO-
TRACTED: a long-drawn-out war

"longed-%for adj mainly literary wanted very much for
a long time: a longed-for reunion with her lover

lon•gev•i•ty / lAn"dZev@ti / noun [U] formal the fact of
having a long life or existence: a diet that promotes health
and longevity

%long "face noun [C] informal a sad, disappointed, or
serious expression on someone’s face: There were some
long faces in the hall when the results were read out.

long•hand / "lON%h&nd / noun [U] ordinary writing done
by hand instead of typing

%long "haul noun [C] a long period of hard work: The
meat trade faces a long haul back to profitability.
in sth for the long haul determined to continue with
something until it is finished successfully
over the long haul over a long period of time: Over the
long haul, stocks have been the very best investment.

"long-%haul adj traveling a long distance, especially by
air: a long-haul flight from London to Hong Kong
— opposite SHORT-HAUL

long•ing1 / "lONIN / noun [C/U] a strong feeling of wanting
someone or something: Jean ached with longing to return
home and see her family again. � His longing for Elaine
was almost unbearable.

long•ing2 / "lONIN / adj [only before noun] showing a strong
feeling of wanting someone or something: a longing
look/glance

long•ing•ly / "lONINli / adv in a way that shows you want
something very much: Jan sat by her fire, longingly
recalling that wonderful summer.

long•ish / "lONIS / adj fairly long: She’s tall, with longish
black hair.

%Long "Island an island in the state of New York that
includes part of New York City

lon•gi•tude / "lAndZI%tud / noun [C / U] the distance east
or west of the Greenwich MERIDIAN (=an imaginary line
from the top of the Earth to the bottom) in England,
measured in degrees and minutes. Latitude is the
distance north or south of the equator.

lon•gi•tu•di•nal / %lAndZI"tudn@l / adj technical 1 relat-
ing to the way something develops during a period of
time: a longitudinal study of one hundred children
2 going from the top to the bottom of something: the
longitudinal axis 3 relating to or measured in longitude
— lon•gi•tu•di•nal•ly adv

long johns / "lON %dZAnz / noun [plural] warm underwear
with long legs, worn especially by men in the past

"long %jump, the noun a sports event in which each
person tries to jump farther than the other people

%long-"lasting adj continuing for a long time: long-
lasting damage/harm � What were the prospects for a long-
lasting peace? � a long-lasting relationship

%long-"life adj Br E long-life products have been espe-
cially designed or treated so that they last longer than
the normal types: long-life batteries

long-lived / lON"lIvd / adj living or lasting for a long
time: a long-lived species � long-lived technology — opposite
SHORT-LIVED

"long-%lost adj a long-lost person, especially a relative,
is someone you have not seen for a long time: She
greeted him like a long-lost brother. a. a long-lost thing
is something that has been lost for a long time: the long-
lost healing skills of our ancestors

%long-playing "record noun [C] an LP

"long-%range adj 1 continuing or looking far into the
future: a long-range prediction / plan / forecast The long-
range weather forecast predicts an unusually cold winter.
2 long-range weapons, aircraft, etc. are able to travel
over long distances 2a. effective over a long distance:
long-range radar

%long-"running adj having continued for a long time: a
long-running dispute/conflict � one of the longest-running
plays on Broadway

long•ship / "lON%SIp / noun [C] a long narrow ship used
in the past by VIKINGS

long•shore•man / "lON%SOrm@n / (plural long•shore•men
/ "lON%SOrm@n /) noun [C] Am E someone whose job is to
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few facts or only a small number of instances: + about
You can’t generalize about the entire population like that.
2 [I /T] to apply a particular fact or example to a larger
number of facts or examples: It is too soon to generalize
the study’s findings beyond the study group.

gen•er•al•ized / "dZen(@)r@%laIzd / adj 1 dealing with
various different things in a general rather than a
specific way: a generalized discussion/book 2 medical
affecting most of the body rather than just one area:
generalized pain 2a. with a general cause or effect,
rather than a specific one: generalized anxiety 3 hap-
pening, existing, or felt over a wide area or among a lot
of people: a generalized anger against the government �

The conflict has become more generalized.
%general "knowledge noun [U] knowledge about a

wide range of subjects rather than detailed knowledge
of a particular subject: a general knowledge test

gen•er•al•ly / "dZen(@)r@li / adv ���
1 used for saying what is usually true or typical : She
was generally an early riser.
2 used for describing something as a whole, without
considering details: His attitude to me was generally
unfriendly. � I had been feeling tired and run-down gen-
erally.
3 by most people or in most instances: Government
analysts generally believe that the recession is over. � gen-
erally accepted / regarded / considered He is generally
accepted as the world’s greatest expert in the field.
4 without being specific or giving details: She spoke
generally about the challenges of being a single parent.
➔ SPEAK

%general "meeting noun [C] a meeting of all the
members of a group or organization

%general "practice noun 1 [U] the work of a doctor
who treats people for a wide range of medical problems,
rather than concentrating on a specific type of medical
problem 2 [C] the place or organization where a doctor
in general practice works: Dr. Macpherson has a general
practice in Grand Rapids.

%general prac"titioner noun [C] a doctor who is in
general practice

%general "public, the noun � ordinary people in
society, rather than people who are considered to be
important or who belong to a particular group: The
meeting is not open to the general public.

%general-"purpose adj [only before noun] 1 a general-
purpose product or vehicle is appropriate for most
situations: a general-purpose cleaning fluid 2 not limited
to one use or purpose: Some of the money would come
from the general-purpose funds.

gen•er•al•ship / "dZen(@)r@l%SIp / noun [U] the skills or
position of an army GENERAL

%general "staff noun [U] a group of military officers of
middle rank who are under a COMMANDING OFFICER (=an
officer of high rank)

"general %store noun [C] Am E a store that sells a wide
range of products, often found in small communities

%general "strike noun [C] a situation in which most or
all the workers in a particular industry or country stop
working in order to force their employers to provide
better conditions or higher pay

gen•er•ate / "dZen@%reIt / verb [T] ���
1 to make money: The business is not generating enough
revenue to cover its costs. � More and more of the money in
state budgets is generated by state and local lotteries.
1a. to create jobs or work: The new car factory will
generate a lot of jobs in the area.
2 to make a lot of people express feelings or opinions
about something: The advertising campaign generated a
lot of interest in our work. � the controversy generated by
the report
3 if a computer generates a report, image, etc., it pro-
duces it: computer-generated animation
4 to produce power: 75% of France’s electricity is gen-
erated by nuclear reactors.

gen•er•a•tion / %dZen@"reISn / noun ���
1 [C] all the members of a family who are of a similar
age and whose parents are of a similar age : My mother
was the only one in her generation to go to university. �

+ of The novel is about several generations of an immigrant
family. 1a. the number of years that usually pass

between the birth of a person and the birth of that
person’s children: Within a generation, the family had
lost all its wealth.
2 [C] a group of people in society who are born and
live around the same time: The site was preserved as a
monument for future generations. � People retiring today
are wealthier than the previous generation. 2a. [+of] a
particular group existing at a particular time : His work
has been rediscovered by a younger generation of artists. �

Generations of schoolchildren have sat at these desks.
2b. the older/younger generation the people in
society at a particular time who are old or young:
New technology need not be the preserve of the younger
generation.
3 [C] a group of products that were made at about the
same time, intended as an improvement on those that
came before them: a new generation of cellphones
4 [U] the process of producing something: cheap elec-
tricity generation — gen•er•a•tion•al adj: generational dif-
ferences

gene"ration %gap, the noun the difference in opinions
or behavior between older and younger people which
often causes problems between them

%Generation "X noun the people born in the 1960s and
1970s, who are sometimes seen as having no strong
moral values

%Generation "Y noun the people born in the 1980s and
1990s

gen•er•a•tive / "dZen@%reItIv; "dZen(@)r@tIv / adj technical
capable of producing something

%generative "grammar noun [C/U] linguistics a type of
grammar based on a set of rules that can be used to
produce all the sentences possible in a language

gen•er•a•tor / "dZen@%reIt@r / noun [C] � a machine that
produces electricity

ge•ner•ic /dZ@"nerIk / adj �
1 formal relating to or appropriate for a range or class
of similar things: generic software, suitable for use with
both Macs and PCs � generic term / word / name ‘‘Hoover’’
is often used as a generic term for all vacuum cleaners.
2 a generic drug or other product does not have a
TRADEMARK and is sold without a company’s name on it
3 relating to a GENUS — ge•ner•i•cal•ly /dZ@"nerIkli / adv

gen•er•os•i•ty / %dZen@"rAs@ti / noun [U] kindness, espe-
cially in giving things to people: He was known for his
generosity to his colleagues.

gen•er•ous / "dZen(@)r@s / adj ��
1 giving people more of your time or money than is
usual or expected: Merton is clearly a warm and generous
human being. � + to Billy was very generous to people who
had less than he did. � + with Lawyers have been generous
with their time and talents. � generous of sb (to do sth)
That’s very generous of you. 1a. a generous present is
larger or more expensive than is usual or expected: The
committee expressed thanks to everyone for their generous
donations. � a generous gift 1b. a generous action takes
more time or effort than is usual or expected: a generous
gesture
2 kind, friendly, and helpful: Thank you for your gen-
erous comments.
3 a generous amount is larger than is usual or neces-
sary: a generous helping of salad � a generous court
settlement � There are generous discounts to groups of ten
or more. — gen•er•ous•ly adv: They gave generously to
local charities. � ‘‘I’ll take the kids,’’ Nicky offered gen-
erously.

gen•e•sis / "dZen@sIs / noun formal the genesis of sth the
beginning, birth, or origin of something

"gene %therapy noun [U] a medical treatment in which
genes are put into cells in the body in order to cure
some types of illness

ge•net•ic /dZ@"netIk / adj �� relating to genes and the
study of them: Doctors believe the condition is caused by
a genetic defect. — ge•net•i•cal•ly /dZ@"netIkli / adv

ge•net•i•cal•ly mod•i•fied /dZ@%netIkli "mAdI%faId /
adj a genetically modified substance or crop has had its
genetic structure changed in order to make it more
suited to a particular purpose

ge%netic "code noun [C] the arrangement of genes that
makes an individual develop in a particular way
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REM see REM sleep
re•main / rI"meIn / verb ���
1 [linking verb] to continue to be in a particular situation
or condition: The dictator has remained in power for over
20 years. � The economy remains fragile. 1a. to continue
to be something, even after a long period of time: Japan’s
low crime rate remains the envy of the industrialized world.
� Her answer remained ‘‘no’’ even after we begged her to
reconsider. � Population growth remains a serious issue in
Bangladesh. 1b. to have a particular attitude, opinion,
or belief and not change it: Andrew remained firm in his
belief that the policy was wrong. � We remain confident
that our company offers the lowest prices available.
2 [I] to stay in a particular place or position and not
leave it: + at / in / with etc. You must remain in bed for
three days after the surgery. � His family remained at home
while he looked for work in another state.
3 [I] to continue to exist, especially after other things
are gone or dealt with: My financial problems remained
even after I had found a job. � Only a handful of these rare
fish remain in North America. � Although the area has
certainly improved, much remains to be accomplished.
the fact remains (that) used for saying that a particular
fact is true and cannot be ignored: The fact remains that
she tried to cheat on the test.
it (only) remains for me to do sth used before the last
thing you say in a speech: It only remains for me to thank
our host for such a lovely evening.
it remains to be seen (whether/what/how) used for
saying that you cannot know yet if something will
happen or be possible: It remains to be seen whether she’ll
be fit enough to play in the finals.

re•main•der1 / rI"meInd@r / noun ��
1 the remainder the part of something that is left after
the rest has gone or been finished: + of We must keep our
costs down for the remainder of the financial year. 1a. in
mathematics, the amount that is left when one number
cannot be divided exactly by another
2 [C] business a book that is sold for less than its usual
price because not many people have bought it

re•main•der2 / rI"meInd@r / verb [T] business to sell a
book for less than its usual price because not many
people have bought it

re•main•ing / rI"meInIN / adj [only before noun] �� still
left after other people or things have gone, have been
dealt with, etc.: What should we do for the remaining half
hour? � The remaining issues can be dealt with at the next
meeting. � any / all remaining Today’s defeat has killed any
remaining hopes of them reaching the final.

re•mains / rI"meInz / noun [plural] ��
1 the body of a person or animal that has died: Human
remains were found along the railroad tracks.
2 the part of something that is left after the rest has
been finished, used, or destroyed: + of The remains of the
castle can still be seen on the hill.

re•make1 / %ri"meIk / verb [T] to make something again,
especially in a different way

re•make2 / "ri%meIk / noun [C] a movie or song that uses
the same story or music as one made before: a remake
of an old 1950’s movie

re•mand1 / rI"m&nd / verb [T usually passive] legal to tell
someone who has committed a crime to return to court
for trial on a particular day: be remanded in custody
(=kept in prison until your trial) All five men were
remanded in custody until Wednesday. a. to send a legal
case back to a lower court with instructions about what
should be done

re•mand2 / rI"m&nd / noun [U] legal the period of time
that an accused person waits for their trial: young men
on remand for drug-related offenses a. [only before noun]
relating to someone who is on remand or to the process
of being on remand

re•mark1 / rI"mArk / noun [C] �� a few words that give
the facts or your opinion about something: COMMENT: As
the chairman said in his introductory remarks, the growth
of the company has been phenomenal. � a sexist/racist
remark � make a remark Nicholas is well known for making
outrageous remarks. � + about / on Ellen later regretted her
remarks about his private affairs.

re•mark2 / rI"mArk / verb [T] ��
1 to make a comment or express your opinion about
something: ‘‘This is delicious,’’ she remarked to her host.
� + that My father remarked that I looked unhappy. � + on /
upon People often remark on how alike John and Malcolm
look.
2 old-fashioned to notice something

re•mark•a•ble / rI"mArk@bl / adj ��� unusual in a way
that surprises or impresses you: The play has been a
remarkable success. � Her mother made a remarkable recov-
ery. � a remarkable achievement/feat/performance � + that
It’s remarkable that no one has complained about this
system before. � + about There’s nothing particularly
remarkable about the movie. � + for The standard of crafts-
manship is remarkable for bronze work of this date.

re•mark•a•bly / rI"mArk@bli / adv ��
1 in an unusual or surprising way: Maria speaks
remarkably good English.� All the students did remarkably
well on their tests this year.
2 used for emphasizing how unusual or surprising
something is: Remarkably, no one was seriously hurt in
the accident.

re•mar•ry / ri"meri / verb [I / T] to get married again
— remarriage noun [C]

re•mas•ter / %ri"m&st@r / verb [T] to make a new copy of
an old movie or musical RECORDING using new technology
in order to improve its quality

re•match / %ri"m&tS; "ri%m&tS / noun [C] in sports, a
second game between the same opponents or teams

re•me•di•a•ble / rI"midi@bl / adj formal capable of being
corrected, solved, or cured

re•me•di•al / rI"midi@l / adj 1 intended to help people
who have difficulty learning the basic skills of reading,
writing, etc.: a remedial class/course/teacher 2 intended
to improve or correct something: Remedial action must
be taken for the protection of public health. 3 intended to
treat or cure a medical condition: remedial surgery/
treatment — re•me•di•al•ly adv

re•me•di•a•tion / rI%midi"eISn / noun [U] formal the
process of improving a situation or correcting a
problem

rem•e•dy1 / "rem@di / noun [C] ��
1 a solution to a particular problem: Pericles foresaw
that peace would lead to unemployment, and among his
remedies was a public building program. � + for There are
no miraculous remedies for learning difficulties. 1a. legal
a solution to a disagreement: When there is a nuisance,
the law provides a legal remedy by way of injunction or
damages.
2 a cure for pain or a minor illness: homeopathic/herbal
remedies � + for Comfrey seems to have been a remedy for
all ills.

rem•e•dy2 / "rem@di / verb [T] � to correct or improve a
situation: The bill seeks to remedy a historic injustice in
which blacks were deprived of their right to own land.

re•mem•ber / rI"memb@r / verb ���

1 think about the past 4 give sb sth
2 think about facts 5 think about sb
3 not forget to do sth + PHRASES

1 [I / T] to have an image in your mind of a person, a
place, or something that happened or was said in the
past: I can still remember every word of our conversation.
� That was a beautiful summer, as I remember. � remember
doing sth She remembers seeing him leave an hour ago. �

+ (that) I remember that I was really nervous on my first
day at school. � clearly / vividly / distinctly remember I
vividly remember the day we first met. � vaguely / dimly
remember (=not very clearly) He can only dimly remember
his grandparents. � remember rightly / correctly We last
saw them in November, if I remember rightly.
2 [I / T] to bring a fact back into your mind that you
knew before: You took a cab home, remember? � I can’t
remember her name at the moment. � + (that) She suddenly
remembered that she was supposed to meet him after work.
� + when / where / how etc. Try to remember where you put
the keys. 2a. [T] to keep a particular fact in your mind
because it is relevant to what is being discussed : + (that)
The transportation system is in very bad shape, but you
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have to remember that it has been underfunded for over 20
years.
3 [T] to do something that you promised to do, or that
you have to do, and not forget about it: I hope she
remembers my book when she comes (=remembers to bring
it with her). � remember to do sth He never remembered to
lock the door when he went out.
4 [T] to give someone money or a present: She was
pleased they had remembered her birthday.
5 [T] to think about someone with respect, honor, or
positive feelings: Please remember him as he recovers
from his recent operation. � She will be remembered with
affection by many people in the town.
be remembered as sb/for (doing) sth to be famous for
a particular reason: They will be remembered for their
dedication to the charity. � She’d rather be remembered as
an actress than a model.
remember me to sb formal a request to someone to
mention you to a person you have not seen for a long
time as a greeting

re•mem•brance / rI"membr@ns / noun 1 [U] a way of
showing respect for someone who has died or for an
important event: a wreath/prayer/garden of remem-
brance � in remembrance of A service was held in remem-
brance of those who died in the war. 2 [C / U] formal a
memory of a person or an event: + of Her eyes glowed
with the remembrance of things past.

Re"membrance %Day noun [C / U] the Sunday nearest
November 11th in the U.K. and Canada when the
country honors the people who died in World Wars I
and II

re•mind / rI"maInd / verb [T] ���
1 to tell someone again about an event from the past
or about a fact that they used to know: I can’t think of
his name – can you remind me? � remind sb of / about sth
Can you remind us about your plans for the building? �

remind sb that She reminded me that we had in fact met
before, at a conference in Washington.
2 to help someone to remember something that they
have to do: remind sb to do sth Remind Jenny to bring her
laptop when she comes. � remind sb about sth Can you
remind me about my dentist’s appointment tomorrow? �

remind sb what / when / where / how etc. I need the notes
to remind me what to say. 2a. that reminds me spoken
used when someone has just said or done something
that helps you to remember something: That reminds
me. I must take the chicken out of the freezer.
don’t remind me spoken used for saying that you do not
want to think about something unpleasant that has
happened or is going to happen: ‘‘When are you going
back to work?’’ ‘‘Oh, don’t remind me.’’
may/can I remind you. . . or let me/I must remind
you. . . used for warning someone or bringing something
to their attention, especially something that they
already know: + that Can I remind everyone that we have
a strict non-smoking policy here.
remind sb of sb/sth 1 to make someone remember
something that happened in the past: That song always
reminds me of our vacation in Mexico. 2 to be very
similar to someone or something else: She was tall and
dark, and reminded me of my cousin Sarah. � It’s a strange
taste – it reminds me of melons.

re•mind•er / rI"maInd@r / noun [C usually singular] ��
1 something that reminds you of something that hap-
pened in the past: + of His presence was a constant
reminder of what she had lost. � serve / act as a reminder
The cold served as a reminder that winter wasn’t quite
finished.
2 a letter or note that reminds you of something that
you need to do or need to remember: If an installment is
not paid, a reminder is issued. � This is just a reminder to
let you know that Stefan’s arriving on Saturday.

rem•i•nisce / %remI"nIs / verb [I] to talk, think, or write
about enjoyable experiences in your past: + about We
spent the evening reminiscing about our university days.

rem•i•nis•cence / %remI"nIs@ns / noun [C usually plural]
formal stories or thoughts of past experiences: personal
reminiscences of the war

rem•i•nis•cent / %remI"nIs@nt / adj 1 [+of] reminding
you of people and experiences in your past: sights and

smells reminiscent of childhood 1a. similar to something
else: a style reminiscent of a Hitchcock movie 2 mainly
literary full of thoughts of the past: She stared at the
photographs with a reminiscent look on her face .

re•miss / rI"mIs / adj [never before noun] careless about
doing what you need to do: It was remiss of me not to ask
you.

re•mis•sion / rI"mISn / noun [C / U] 1 a period of time
when an illness or disease becomes less severe: in remis-
sion Her sister’s cancer is in remission. 2 the process by
which someone is allowed not to pay money they owe:
Scholarship students will receive full remission of their
tuition fees. 3 mainly Br E the reduction of a prison
sentence because the prisoner has behaved well

re•mit1 / rI"mIt; "ri%mIt / verb [T] 1 formal to send money
to someone, for example as payment for goods or ser-
vices 2 legal to send a case back to the original court
to be dealt with there

re•mit2 / rI"mIt / noun [singular] Br E formal a particular
area of work that someone is responsible for

re•mit•tance / rI"mItns / noun 1 [C] formal a payment
for goods or services that you send through the mail
2 [U] the process of sending a payment through the
mail

re•mix / "ri%mIks / noun [C] a piece of music that is
produced by combining parts of an existing piece of
music with new sounds — re•mix / %ri"mIks / verb [T]

rem•nant / "remn@nt / noun [C usually plural] a small
remaining part of something: + of The towers were the
last remnants of the famous castle. � The remnants of last
night’s meal were still on the table. a. a small piece of
cloth left after the rest has been sold or used

re•mod•el / %ri"mAdl / verb [T] to change the structure
or appearance of something: a completely remodeled home

re•mold / %ri"moUld / verb [T] to change the form or
structure of something such as a system or an idea

re•mon•strance / rI"mAnstr@ns / noun [C / U] formal a
strong protest, complaint, or criticism about something

re•mon•strate / "rem@n%streIt / verb [I] formal to argue
with, complain to, or criticize someone about something

re•morse / rI"mOrs / noun [U] a strong sad and guilty
feeling about something that you have done wrong :
show / feel / express remorse (for) She has never shown
any remorse for her crime.

re•morse•ful / rI"mOrsfl / adj feeling sad or guilty for
having done something wrong — re•morse•ful•ly adv

re•morse•less / rI"mOrsl@s / adj 1 continuing without
stopping or continuing to get worse: RELENTLESS: remorse-
less financial pressure 2 not feeling sad or guilty for
having done something wrong: an evil remorseless killer
— re•morse•less•ly adv

re•mort•gage / %ri"mOrgIdZ / verb [T] to borrow more
money to pay for a house or property, or change the
payment arrangements of an existing MORTGAGE
— compare REFINANCE

re•mote1 / rI"moUt / adj ��

1 distant in space/time 4 operated from far away
2 unlikely 5 not connected/relevant
3 unfriendly

1 far away from other cities, towns, or people: ISOLATED:
My grandparents were from a remote town in Wisconsin. �

We felt very remote and lonely living out in the country.
1a. far away in distance or space: She had never
imagined being able to visit such remote countries. 1b. far
away in the past or future: The idea of a vacation seems
so remote I can hardly even imagine it.
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2 something that is excellent and admired by a lot of
people: a jewel of a city
the jewel in sb’s crown the best or most valuable thing
that someone owns or has achieved

"jewel %box noun [C] 1 a box for holding jewelry 2 com-
puting a clear plastic case that opens like a book and is
designed to hold a CD or CD-ROM

jew•eled / "dZu@ld / adj a jeweled object has been dec-
orated with jewels: a jeweled crown/belt/box

jew•el•er / "dZu@l@r / noun [C] someone who makes,
repairs, or sells jewelry and other objects made of
valuable metal and stones

jew•elled / "dZu@ld / the Br E spelling of jeweled
jew•el•ler / "dZu@l@r / the Br E spelling of jeweler
jew•el•lery / "dZu@lri / the Br E spelling of jewelry

earring

brooch

ring

necklace

bracelet

jewelry

jew•el•ry / "dZu@lri / noun [U] �� objects that you wear
as decoration. Types of jewelry are rings, which you
wear on your finger, bracelets, which you wear on
your wrist, and necklaces, which you wear around
your neck: wear jewelry My mother doesn’t wear much
jewelry. ➔ COSTUME JEWELRY

Jew•ess / "dZu@s / noun [C] offensive an old-fashioned
word for a Jewish woman. This word is now considered
offensive.

Jew•ish / "dZuIS / adj ��� someone who is Jewish was
born in the Jewish culture, and may practice Judaism
a. relating to Jews, their culture, or their religion:
Jewish law � Jewish festivals — Jew•ish•ness noun [U]

Jew•ry / "dZUri / noun [U] literary all the Jewish people
in the world or in a particular city or country

Jez•e•bel / "dZez@%bel / noun [singular] old-fashioned offen-
sive a woman who is sexually immoral

JFK / %dZeI ef "keI / 1 an international airport in New
York City 2 an informal name for U.S. president John
F. Kennedy, Jr.

jib /dZIb / noun [C] 1 a small sail with three sides, near
the front of a boat 2 the long arm of a CRANE used in
building

jibe1 /dZaIb / noun [C] a comment that is intended to
annoy or offend someone

jibe2 /dZaIb / verb [I] 1 Am E if two things jibe, they
agree or contain similar information 2 to say some-
thing that is intended to annoy or offend someone

ji•ca•ma / "hik@m@ / noun [C/U] a TUBER (=part like a root)
that is white inside and is eaten especially in salads

jif•fy / "dZIfi / noun in a jiffy spoken very quickly or very
soon

jig1 /dZIg / noun [C] 1 a fast traditional dance that
involves a lot of small jumping steps 1a. the music for
a jig 2 a piece of equipment that holds something in a
fixed position so that you can work on it with a tool
such as a DRILL

jig2 /dZIg / verb 1 [I] to dance a jig 2 [I] to make small
fast movements with your whole body, usually in a

nervous or excited way: + around / up and down etc. Will
you kids stop jigging around for one moment? 2a. [T] to
make something move with small fast movements

jig•ger / "dZIg@r / noun [C] 1 a very small glass for meas-
uring alcohol 1a. the amount that a jigger holds 2 a
CHIGGER

jig•ge•ry-po•ke•ry / %dZIg@ri"poUk@ri / noun [U] mainly
Br E informal dishonest behavior that is intended to
trick people, often in business or politics

jig•gle / "dZIgl / verb [I] to move slightly up and down or
from side to side more than one time: A nerve jiggled at
the corner of his mouth. a. [T] to make something move
in this way: If the toilet won’t flush, just jiggle the handle
a little. — jig•gle noun [C]

jig•saw / "dZIg%sO / noun [C] 1 jigsaw or jigsaw puzzle
a picture made of a lot of small pieces that you have to
fit together: She’s doing a 5000 piece jigsaw. 2 a machine
that cuts wood in curves and shapes with a long thin
metal blade 3 a complicated problem consisting of
many different parts

ji•had /dZI"hAd / noun [C] a holy war or fight that
Muslims take part in to defend Islam

jilt /dZIlt / verb [T] informal to tell someone that you want
to end your romantic relationship with them

jilt•ed / "dZIlt@d / adj a jilted person has been suddenly
left by someone they were having a romantic rela-
tionship with: a jilted lover

Jim Crow / %dZIm "kroU / noun [U] Am E informal in the
U.S., unfair treatment of African Americans, especially
in the past, by the use of laws that prevented them from
going to the same schools and public places as white
people

jim•my1 / "dZImi / verb [T] Am E to break open a lock,
door, or window, usually with a long narrow piece of
metal: The thieves jimmied the back door and got in.

jim•my2 / "dZImi / noun [C] Am E 1 a long narrow piece
of metal that is used to break a lock or force open a
window or door 2 one of many very small pieces of
chocolate or other candy that are put on top of ICE CREAM

jin•gle1 / "dZINgl / verb [I] to make a sound like small
metal objects hitting each other: Christmas bells were
jingling outside. a. [T] to shake things to make this
sound: She jingled her car keys.

jin•gle2 / "dZINgl / noun [C] 1 a short phrase, usually
with music, that is easy to remember, used for adver-
tising something on the radio or television 2 the sound
that small metal objects make when they hit each other
give sb a jingle Am E informal to call someone on the
telephone

jin•go•ism / "dZINgoU%Iz@m / noun [U] the belief that
other countries are not as good as your own and that
your government should never trust them — jin•go-
is•tic / %dZINgoU"IstIk / adj

jinn /dZIn / noun [C] an evil spirit that can look like a
human or an animal and that uses its special powers
to influence people

jinx1 /dZINks / noun informal [singular] a force that brings
bad luck that stays with someone or something: There
seems to be a jinx on that family. a. [C] someone or
something that causes bad luck

jinx2 /dZINks / verb [T] informal to cause bad luck for
someone or something

jinxed /dZINkst / adj someone or something that is
jinxed has a lot of bad luck

jit•ter•bug / "dZIt@r%bVg / noun [singular] a very fast dance
of the 1940s in which two partners hold hands and do
many different steps

jit•ters / "dZIt@rz / noun [plural] informal a nervous upset
feeling caused by not knowing what will happen

jit•ter•y / "dZIt@ri / adj feeling nervous, and sometimes
being unable to keep still because of this

jive1 /dZaIv / noun 1 [C] a dance to fast music that
became popular in the 1930s and 1940s in which a man
and a woman hold hands and the man swings the
woman around 1a. [U] music that people can dance a
jive to 2 [U] Am E old-fashioned something someone
says that you do not believe is true 3 [U] a style of
singing that developed in the 1930s and 1940s in which
words are sung in a humorous way
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metal objects hitting each other: Christmas bells were
jingling outside. a. [T] to shake things to make this
sound: She jingled her car keys.

jin•gle2 / "dZINgl / noun [C] 1 a short phrase, usually
with music, that is easy to remember, used for adver-
tising something on the radio or television 2 the sound
that small metal objects make when they hit each other
give sb a jingle Am E informal to call someone on the
telephone

jin•go•ism / "dZINgoU%Iz@m / noun [U] the belief that
other countries are not as good as your own and that
your government should never trust them — jin•go-
is•tic / %dZINgoU"IstIk / adj

jinn /dZIn / noun [C] an evil spirit that can look like a
human or an animal and that uses its special powers
to influence people

jinx1 /dZINks / noun informal [singular] a force that brings
bad luck that stays with someone or something: There
seems to be a jinx on that family. a. [C] someone or
something that causes bad luck

jinx2 /dZINks / verb [T] informal to cause bad luck for
someone or something

jinxed /dZINkst / adj someone or something that is
jinxed has a lot of bad luck

jit•ter•bug / "dZIt@r%bVg / noun [singular] a very fast dance
of the 1940s in which two partners hold hands and do
many different steps

jit•ters / "dZIt@rz / noun [plural] informal a nervous upset
feeling caused by not knowing what will happen

jit•ter•y / "dZIt@ri / adj feeling nervous, and sometimes
being unable to keep still because of this

jive1 /dZaIv / noun 1 [C] a dance to fast music that
became popular in the 1930s and 1940s in which a man
and a woman hold hands and the man swings the
woman around 1a. [U] music that people can dance a
jive to 2 [U] Am E old-fashioned something someone
says that you do not believe is true 3 [U] a style of
singing that developed in the 1930s and 1940s in which
words are sung in a humorous way
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2 something that is excellent and admired by a lot of
people: a jewel of a city
the jewel in sb’s crown the best or most valuable thing
that someone owns or has achieved

"jewel %box noun [C] 1 a box for holding jewelry 2 com-
puting a clear plastic case that opens like a book and is
designed to hold a CD or CD-ROM

jew•eled / "dZu@ld / adj a jeweled object has been dec-
orated with jewels: a jeweled crown/belt/box

jew•el•er / "dZu@l@r / noun [C] someone who makes,
repairs, or sells jewelry and other objects made of
valuable metal and stones

jew•elled / "dZu@ld / the Br E spelling of jeweled
jew•el•ler / "dZu@l@r / the Br E spelling of jeweler
jew•el•lery / "dZu@lri / the Br E spelling of jewelry

earring

brooch

ring

necklace

bracelet

jewelry

jew•el•ry / "dZu@lri / noun [U] �� objects that you wear
as decoration. Types of jewelry are rings, which you
wear on your finger, bracelets, which you wear on
your wrist, and necklaces, which you wear around
your neck: wear jewelry My mother doesn’t wear much
jewelry. ➔ COSTUME JEWELRY

Jew•ess / "dZu@s / noun [C] offensive an old-fashioned
word for a Jewish woman. This word is now considered
offensive.

Jew•ish / "dZuIS / adj ��� someone who is Jewish was
born in the Jewish culture, and may practice Judaism
a. relating to Jews, their culture, or their religion:
Jewish law � Jewish festivals — Jew•ish•ness noun [U]

Jew•ry / "dZUri / noun [U] literary all the Jewish people
in the world or in a particular city or country

Jez•e•bel / "dZez@%bel / noun [singular] old-fashioned offen-
sive a woman who is sexually immoral

JFK / %dZeI ef "keI / 1 an international airport in New
York City 2 an informal name for U.S. president John
F. Kennedy, Jr.

jib /dZIb / noun [C] 1 a small sail with three sides, near
the front of a boat 2 the long arm of a CRANE used in
building

jibe1 /dZaIb / noun [C] a comment that is intended to
annoy or offend someone

jibe2 /dZaIb / verb [I] 1 Am E if two things jibe, they
agree or contain similar information 2 to say some-
thing that is intended to annoy or offend someone

ji•ca•ma / "hik@m@ / noun [C/U] a TUBER (=part like a root)
that is white inside and is eaten especially in salads

jif•fy / "dZIfi / noun in a jiffy spoken very quickly or very
soon

jig1 /dZIg / noun [C] 1 a fast traditional dance that
involves a lot of small jumping steps 1a. the music for
a jig 2 a piece of equipment that holds something in a
fixed position so that you can work on it with a tool
such as a DRILL

jig2 /dZIg / verb 1 [I] to dance a jig 2 [I] to make small
fast movements with your whole body, usually in a

nervous or excited way: + around / up and down etc. Will
you kids stop jigging around for one moment? 2a. [T] to
make something move with small fast movements

jig•ger / "dZIg@r / noun [C] 1 a very small glass for meas-
uring alcohol 1a. the amount that a jigger holds 2 a
CHIGGER

jig•ge•ry-po•ke•ry / %dZIg@ri"poUk@ri / noun [U] mainly
Br E informal dishonest behavior that is intended to
trick people, often in business or politics

jig•gle / "dZIgl / verb [I] to move slightly up and down or
from side to side more than one time: A nerve jiggled at
the corner of his mouth. a. [T] to make something move
in this way: If the toilet won’t flush, just jiggle the handle
a little. — jig•gle noun [C]

jig•saw / "dZIg%sO / noun [C] 1 jigsaw or jigsaw puzzle
a picture made of a lot of small pieces that you have to
fit together: She’s doing a 5000 piece jigsaw. 2 a machine
that cuts wood in curves and shapes with a long thin
metal blade 3 a complicated problem consisting of
many different parts

ji•had /dZI"hAd / noun [C] a holy war or fight that
Muslims take part in to defend Islam

jilt /dZIlt / verb [T] informal to tell someone that you want
to end your romantic relationship with them

jilt•ed / "dZIlt@d / adj a jilted person has been suddenly
left by someone they were having a romantic rela-
tionship with: a jilted lover

Jim Crow / %dZIm "kroU / noun [U] Am E informal in the
U.S., unfair treatment of African Americans, especially
in the past, by the use of laws that prevented them from
going to the same schools and public places as white
people

jim•my1 / "dZImi / verb [T] Am E to break open a lock,
door, or window, usually with a long narrow piece of
metal: The thieves jimmied the back door and got in.

jim•my2 / "dZImi / noun [C] Am E 1 a long narrow piece
of metal that is used to break a lock or force open a
window or door 2 one of many very small pieces of
chocolate or other candy that are put on top of ICE CREAM

jin•gle1 / "dZINgl / verb [I] to make a sound like small
metal objects hitting each other: Christmas bells were
jingling outside. a. [T] to shake things to make this
sound: She jingled her car keys.

jin•gle2 / "dZINgl / noun [C] 1 a short phrase, usually
with music, that is easy to remember, used for adver-
tising something on the radio or television 2 the sound
that small metal objects make when they hit each other
give sb a jingle Am E informal to call someone on the
telephone

jin•go•ism / "dZINgoU%Iz@m / noun [U] the belief that
other countries are not as good as your own and that
your government should never trust them — jin•go-
is•tic / %dZINgoU"IstIk / adj

jinn /dZIn / noun [C] an evil spirit that can look like a
human or an animal and that uses its special powers
to influence people

jinx1 /dZINks / noun informal [singular] a force that brings
bad luck that stays with someone or something: There
seems to be a jinx on that family. a. [C] someone or
something that causes bad luck

jinx2 /dZINks / verb [T] informal to cause bad luck for
someone or something

jinxed /dZINkst / adj someone or something that is
jinxed has a lot of bad luck

jit•ter•bug / "dZIt@r%bVg / noun [singular] a very fast dance
of the 1940s in which two partners hold hands and do
many different steps

jit•ters / "dZIt@rz / noun [plural] informal a nervous upset
feeling caused by not knowing what will happen

jit•ter•y / "dZIt@ri / adj feeling nervous, and sometimes
being unable to keep still because of this

jive1 /dZaIv / noun 1 [C] a dance to fast music that
became popular in the 1930s and 1940s in which a man
and a woman hold hands and the man swings the
woman around 1a. [U] music that people can dance a
jive to 2 [U] Am E old-fashioned something someone
says that you do not believe is true 3 [U] a style of
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checking what you know

exercise 13
1. Write down three English words that you know and use.

_______________   _______________   _______________

2. Look up each word and notice:

how many meanings it hasa. 

if it is a red wordb. 

how the word is used in the example(s)c. 

the pronunciation and stressd. 

anything else that you did not know beforee. 

3. Have you learned anything new about these words and how to use them?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

exercise 14
1. Write down three English words from one of the reading texts in the  
course book whose meaning you are uncertain of.

_______________   _______________   _______________

2. Look up each word and notice:

if it is a frequent worda. 

how many meanings it hasb. 

which meaning is the most frequentc. 

which is the meaning used in the reading textd. 

the pronunciation and stresse. 

common collocations of the word and/or grammar informationf. 

3. Do you feel ready to use these words?

__________________________________________________

Dictionary work using the Macmillan English Dictionary
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eFFective Practice For eFFective skiLLs

Extensive reading is the practice of reading 
large amounts of material in the target 
language that is easy enough to understand 
without the use of a dictionary. Another key 
principle of extensive reading is that students 
read for enjoyment. Research has shown 
that extensive reading is not only crucial for 
developing reading proficiency, but also helpful 
in developing a wide range of language skills, 
and a growing number of scholars claim 
that extensive reading is a crucial element in 
language programmes.

Studies in second language learning have 
shown that students engaging in extensive 
reading can improve reading comprehension 
and reading speed more efficiently than 
students doing intensive reading (reading 
challenging texts with explicit focus on new 
vocabulary and grammar structures). Extensive 
reading provides exposure to large amounts of 
comprehensible text, which enables students to 
build up a large sight-word vocabulary (words 
which the reader can recognize and understand 
automatically and effortlessly). This is essential 
for reading speed and fluent comprehension. 
Extensive reading also allows students to 
develop the fundamental reading skill of 
‘chunking’: taking in groups of words rather 
than the poor reading habit of reading word by 
word. Traditional intensive reading practices 
are good for introducing new vocabulary and 
grammar to students, but do little to develop 
these fundamental reading skills.

Extensive reading goes beyond just improving 
reading skills, however. Extensive reading 

can play a very important role in vocabulary 
building as it gives repeated exposure to 
vocabulary in many different contexts, allowing 
students to retain the words and deepen 
their understanding of how the vocabulary is 
actually used by native speakers. A number 
of studies have shown remarkable progress in 
writing skills stemming from extensive reading 
alone. (In some cases, students who engaged in 
extensive reading made even more progress in 
writing skills than comparison students who 
actually practiced writing.) There is evidence 
that extensive reading also has a substantial 
impact on speaking, listening and grammar 
development. Through the single language 
practice of extensive reading, students are 
developing nearly every important language 
skill in a non-stressful, enjoyable way.

To start extensive reading, students need access 
to materials that are easy enough to read and 
enjoy without depending on a dictionary. 
Graded Readers are ideal for this purpose. 
Graded Readers are fiction and non-fiction 
books written specifically for second language 
learners at all levels. (See the short stories at the 
end of Effective Reading Books 1–4 for examples 
of graded reader material). Graded Readers 
come in all genres, and students are therefore 
likely to find materials which match their 
interest as well as their level.

If you are interested in finding out more about 
the benefits of extensive reading and how to 
incorporate it into your language programme, 
please visit the Macmillan English website:  
www.macmillanenglish.com/readers/UGRIC.html

Extensive reading


